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Abstract
This project further develops the Geospatial Intermodal Freight Transportation (GIFT) model, configures
the model with California-specific data, and uses the configured model in a case study of the possible
benefit of shifting freight transportation from trucks to rail. The result is a model that describes the
energy and environmental impacts of goods movement through California’s marine, highway, and rail
systems. The GIFT research team has employed a Geographic Information System (GIS)-based model
that integrates three transportation network models (road, rail, water), joined by intermodal transfer
facilities (ports, railyards, truck terminals) in a single GIS “intermodal network” modified to capture
energy and environmental attributes. A Case Study was performed to explore the difference in emissions
under Least-travel-time versus least-CO2 routing of goods movements, identifying how emissions savings
can be achieved through modal shifts from road to rail. The Case Study estimates CO2 emissions to be
approximately 2.89 million metric tons (MMT) of CO2 attributable to the container traffic of the three
major West Coast ports (LA-Long Beach, Oakland and Seattle) using a least-time scenario (which
comprises mostly trucks). Our estimation of a total reduction of approximately 1.7 MMT of CO2 occurs
through a nationwide modal shift of West Coast port-generated goods movement; within California state
air basins, this reduction is near 0.5 MMT CO2. Overall, this research demonstrates how the GIFT model,
configured with California-specific data, can be used to improve understanding and decision-making
associated with freight transport at regional scales.
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Executive Summary
Background
California represents a major international gateway for goods movement and is a domestic partner of
other states providing goods movement for North America. California has also become a leader in
improving transportation environmental and energy performance. U.S. reliance on the freight
transportation system has been growing considerably for some time ( Bureau of Transportation Statistics,
2005; Greening, Ting, & Davis, 1999; Schipper, Scholl, & Price, 1997b; Vanek & Morlok, 2000). These
trends are likely to continue in the coming decades due to increasing international and domestic trade
(U.S. Energy Information Administration, 2007). Many researchers expect that along with this increase in
overall freight transport there will be an increase in intermodal freight transport where goods are moved
along a combination of highways, railways, and waterways (Arnold, Peeters, & Thomas, 2004; Ballis &
Golias, 2002, 2004; T. Golob & Regan, 2001; T. F. Golob & Regan, 2000; Shinghal & Fowkes, 2002).
With this increasing freight transport activity, it is expected that congestions, emissions, and energy use
will increase at a similar pace (Komor, 1995; Koopman, 1997; Schipper, Scholl, & Price, 1997a).
Policymakers and planners must develop operational and infrastructure improvement strategies to
increase the efficiency of freight movement to reduce demand for transportation fuels and mitigate
environmental impacts (Nijkamp, Reggiani, & Bolis, 1997).
The Geospatial Intermodal Freight Transportation (GIFT) model includes highway, railway, and
waterway transportation networks of the U.S. and Canada, plus the international ocean shipping network.
GIFT integrates these three transportation modes at intermodal transfer facilities, including ports,
railyards, and truck terminals; freight can move from one transportation mode to another through these
facilities. Along with the intermodal transportation network model, GIFT provides models of trucks,
trains, and marine vessels, capturing their emissions, energy use, operating cost, and operational
characteristics such as speed and freight capacity. By combining these in a Geographic Information
System (GIS) with built-in route optimization computations, GIFT can find transportation routes that are
the shortest distance, least emissions, least time, least operating cost, and least energy. Adding in models
of the freight volume and shipping origins and destinations, GIFT helps agencies and researchers
understand the environmental, economic, and energy impacts of freight transportation and tradeoffs of
alternate improvement decisions.
Methods
In this research, we improved the GIFT model and we configured the model with California-specific data
on freight volume and origins and destinations for port-generated traffic (freight entering or leaving the
major west-coast ports, including Los Angeles, Long Beach, Oakland, and Seattle, Washington). We
compiled international, national, and California-specific data from a number of public and proprietary
sources. These include data on shipping origins and destinations; freight volumes; truck, train, and ship
performance and costs; and intermodal transfer facility performance and costs. We evaluated advantages
and shortcomings of each data source. We found that publicly available data was sufficient quality to be
included in California-specific GIFT modeling.
We then modified the GIFT model to meet California port-generated study objectives, and evaluated
model performance through a case study. We demonstrated that GIFT can be configured with a variety of
data sets, each selected to address the specific environmental, economic and energy characteristics of
goods movement of interest in a specific case study. We documented how to configure GIFT with
specific data and how to use the resulting model to perform case studies.
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We then performed a case study to illustrate use of the model for estimating international and domestic
goods movement in all modes against available commodity flow data in selected regions of California
(i.e., regions near ports). The case study compared the difference in emissions under least-travel-time
versus least-CO2 routing of goods movements through three major California ports (Los Angeles, Long
Beach, and Oakland) and through the Port of Seattle, Washington. The case study identified essential
trade-offs and provided recommendations on steps to improve, validate, or expand case study results.
Results
Using the GIFT model with California-specific data on the transportation network, intermodal facilities,
vehicle performance (energy, emissions, operating cost), and freight flow (origins, destinations, and
volumes), we characterized the least-time and least-CO2 emissions freight flows. We found least-time
routes were dominated by truck traffic along parts of interstates I-5, I-10, I-15, I-40, and I-90. The model
estimated a total of approximately 2.9 million metric tons (MMT) of CO2 emissions occur over the course
of the year due to freight moving in and out of these three ports on the West coast (assuming that all
freight moves by truck). Of these, the majority of emissions (~79% of total) are due to traffic moving in
and out of the port of Los Angeles-Long Beach.
In the least-CO2 scenario, most freight was routed through the rail network because of low emissions
involved with moving freight by train. Our estimation of a total reduction of approximately 1.7 MMT of
CO2 occurs through a nationwide modal shift of West Coast port-generated goods movement; within
California state air basins, this reduction is near 0.5 MMT CO2.
Conclusions
The Case Study provides two primary insights. First, the Case Study quantifies port-related intermodal
goods movement through the state of California and beyond. Second, the idealized use of least-CO2
routing constraints illustrates how emissions savings can be achieved through modal shifts. In terms of
savings in emissions, it is estimated that a total of ~60% reduction in CO2 emissions is achievable by a
modal switch from road to rail. Both of these insights have relevance for consideration of system-wide
improvements that may achieve energy savings, CO2 reductions, and associated benefits for air quality.
The GIFT model provides the necessary flexibility and configurability to incorporate case-specific and
region-specific data from numerous sources. Application of the GIFT model in other projects has been of
significant value to regional and national goods movement evaluation and planning. Configured with
California-specific data, the GIFT model results may be of significant value to the Air Resources Board in
evaluating tradeoffs among numerous environmental, energy, and economic attributes of goods
movement in the State of California. In the future, GIFT can continue to be an important analytical and
planning tool for California decision makers. We identified further opportunities for similar trade-off
case studies and for model improvements.
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Introduction

1.1 Project Purpose
The project purpose is to further develop the Geospatial Intermodal Freight Transportation (GIFT) model
and provide it with California-specific data and inputs, resulting in an intermodal freight transport model
that describes the energy and environmental impacts of goods movement through California’s marine,
highway, and rail systems. Employing a Geographic Information System-based (GIS) model that
integrates three model networks (road, rail, water) in a single GIS “intermodal network” modified to
capture energy and environmental attributes, the project will contribute to improved decision-making
associated with freight transport at regional scales. Specifically, the model will allow evaluation of: (1)
the energy and environmental impacts associated with California freight movement; (2) decisions related
to various highway and intermodal facility infrastructure development and resiliency; and, (3) decisions
aimed at improving freight movement efficiency in California (see Task 1 technical memorandum).
The project included five main tasks, each with a technical memorandum as a deliverable. These tasks
were as follows:










Task 1: Refined research plan. This task presented a research plan in consultation with ARB
staff. The submitted research plan contained a work plan, project schedule, and a review of the
relevant research work, data sources, and literature. This plan formed the basis for focus on
energy and environmental attributes of the goods movement related to western ports (Los
Angeles/Long Beach, Oakland, and Seattle).
Task 2: Data compilation plan. This task obtained and reviewed data from sources identified in
the RFP and during the development of the Task 1 Refined Research Plan. We evaluated the
advantages and shortcomings of each data source and compiled the data for subsequent tasks.
The technical memorandum from this task included discussion of assumptions made and
surrogate data developed to fulfill required data elements. The memorandum also summarized
the strengths and limitations of the compiled data. This data compilation identified data with
sufficient quality to be included in California-specific modeling to meet the goals of this project.
Task 3: Model selection and modification. This task focused on two activities: (i) selection of an
appropriate model; and, (ii) modification of the model to meet project objectives. The task
concluded with a memorandum that described the selection, formulation, and modification of
the model. The GIFT model was selected as appropriate to use the data compiled in executing
the research plan.
Task 4. Model evaluation. This task evaluated the intermodal freight transport model developed
in Task 3 using California-specific data compiled in Task 2. The task concluded with a
technical memorandum written that described the evaluation of the model. This evaluation
determined that GIFT can successfully use several data sets to evaluate the energy and
environmental characteristics of goods movement related to port activity, and determined that
origin-destination information recently provided to the ARB through independent contract could
be used in the case study. Case study specifications were finalized in the model evaluation task.
Task 5: Case study. This task involved development of a case study to illustrate the model
performance for estimating international and domestic goods movement in all modes against
available commodity flow data in a selected region of California. The case study compared
environmental tradeoffs associated with alternate routing of goods movement through major
state ports. The task concluded with a technical memorandum that described model
performance for the case study, and provided recommendations on steps to improve, validate, or
expand case study results.
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This final report represents a summary of the project and is the final deliverable.

1.2 Background
California represents a major international gateway and domestic partner of goods movement for other
states, and has become a leader in improving environmental and energy performance of transportation.
U.S. reliance on the freight transportation system has been growing considerably for some time. (Bureau
of Transportation Statistics, 2005; Greening, Ting, & Davis, 1999; Schipper, Scholl, & Price, 1997b;
Vanek & Morlok, 2000) These trends are likely to continue in the coming decades due to increasing
international and domestic trade. Many researchers expect that along with this increase in overall freight
transport there will be an increase in intermodal freight transport (Arnold, Peeters, & Thomas, 2004;
Ballis & Golias, 2002, 2004; T. Golob & Regan, 2001; T. F. Golob & Regan, 2000; Shinghal & Fowkes,
2002).
With increasing freight transport activity, it is expected that congestion, emissions, and energy use will
increase at a similar pace (Komor, 1995; Koopman, 1997; Schipper, Scholl, & Price, 1997a). For
example, currently, freight transport emits about 470 million metric tonnes of CO2 (MMTCO2) per year,
or about 8.3% of fossil fuel CO2 combustion emissions, and about 7.8% of total CO2 emissions (U.S.
Energy Information Administration, 2007; U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2006). Policymakers
and planners must develop operational and infrastructure improvement strategies to increase the
efficiency of freight movement to reduce demand for transportation fuels and mitigate environmental
impacts (Nijkamp, Reggiani, & Bolis, 1997).
Operationally, intermodal freight transport sustainability is understudied both in terms of theory and
application, and the environmental impacts of such transport are only beginning to be evaluated
systematically (Bontekoning, Macharis, & Trip, 2004; Macharis & Bontekoning, 2004). Researchers need
to develop new methodologies, data management techniques, and computing infrastructure, and to
integrate these into analytical tools that can be used to improve planning and decision making. The model
developed by our interdisciplinary team of researchers and transportation professionals can assist in
improving the environmental performance of goods movement. The model uses currently available
commodity flow, vehicle activity, emissions, and other data to describe ocean-going vessel, truck, and rail
emissions associated with goods movement in and through the state. Moreover, it recognizes that freight
data will improve over time and can flexibly accept best data for modes, ports, and transfer facilities.
This model will provide capacity to evaluate alternative strategies to improve performance and meet
targets for energy conservation, air quality, and CO2 reduction. This work is consistent with California
research objectives described in the 2007-2008 Air Pollution Research Plan (Mora & Barnett, 2007).
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Methodology

2.1 Overview
This project closely relates to research our team has been conducting at the national and regional level. In
particular, several projects for the U.S. Department of Transportation and the Great Lakes Maritime
Research Institute co-funded an initiative to develop an intermodal freight network optimization model
that is now named GIFT. The GIFT model was the first geospatial model to explicitly include energy and
environmental objectives (e.g., least carbon emissions, least Particulate Matter (PM) emissions, least NOx
emissions, etc.) in its optimization routines (Falzarano et al., 2007; Hawker et al., 2007; Winebrake,
Corbett, & Meyer, 2007). GIFT demonstrated an approach that allowed decision makers to quantify the
energy and environmental impacts associated with freight transport, and importantly, to compare
alternative modes and routes and their impact on a range of energy and environmental attributes. These
comparisons allow for tradeoff analysis (e.g., least cost v. least carbon cargo flows).
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Our current understanding of some of these models’ benefits and limitations has proven to be valuable,
particularly with regard to our development of GIS-network models for energy and emissions; we believe
this is an advantage to ARB. A general approach of GIS-network models can be illustrated through a
simple example. Figure 1shows a network of alternative pathways to move freight from point A to point
B. Freight can move along pathways through each node (shown by the circles). Certain network
segments (represented by lines connecting the nodes) may be accessible only by truck, or ship, or rail.
Some points may be accessible by multiple modes. Nodes and segments can be associated with
metropolitan traffic characteristics, descriptive of congestion delays, engine load, and emissions patterns
that may differ from open freeway, long-haul rail, and/or interport segments.

A

B

Figure 1. Example Freight Network from “A” to “B”

When developed to be a descriptive model of multimodal freight activity, we solve the network according
to least cost transport of freight from A to B, a traditional context for the application of optimization
routines. (Note that we use the term “cost” in a generalized optimization modeling context to reflect the
objective that we wish to minimize for a given network analysis problem). To analyze routes, each route
from node i to node j must include “attribute data” that helps characterize attributes along that route. That
dataset could include information about mode accessibility, economic costs, average speed, distance,
emissions, among others.
Recognizing the value of other GIS based freight analysis tools, such as the Freight Analysis Framework
(FAF) and GeoMiler (Lewis & Ammah-Tagoe, 2007), we worked to explicitly integrate energy and
environmental attributes into freight network analyses in GIS. This was the first time that a team fully
integrated energy and environmental emissions attributes, such as carbon emissions, into the ArcGIS
network analysis environment in order to conduct environmental impacts studies associated with freight
movement. We applied these approaches regionally through a funded project to study the environmental
characteristics of freight transportation in the Great Lakes Region.
By adding energy and environmental attribute information to segments of the national highway, rail, and
waterway network, we can report environmental performance measures associated with current freight
flows (Figure 3). In this way, such a model could directly address project requirements for this research.
When run with existing freight route data, such a model could output the energy and environmental
impacts associated with cargo flows along the network. In addition, the model could also be programmed
to evaluate alternative cargo flow patterns that minimize energy consumption and emissions of CO2,
PM10, NOx, SOx, and volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and compare these network solutions with
3

least cost or shortest diistance interm
modal routes for moving freeight. This prroject’s appliccation of GIF
FT to
evaluate CO2 emission
ns brings signiificant power to ARB in teerms of visuallizing scenariios where futuure
policy deccisions may mitigate infrasstructure capaacity constrainnts or otherw
wise improve multimodal
infrastructture for goods movement.

2.2 Th
he GIFT Model
All of these principles have been used by our team to developp a current moodel we call thhe Geospatiall
Intermodaal Freight Traansport (GIFT
T) Model (Fig
gure 2) that w e have identiffied for use inn this project.. We
configured the GIFT model with Caalifornia-specific data (trannsportation neetworks, interrmodal transfe
fer
facilities, and attributess of trucks, trains, and ship
ps) that is respponsive to AR
RB requiremeents. We builtt
GIFT in ArcGIS 9.3 ussing ArcGIS Network Anaalyst on top off previous ressearch and exxisting work fo
for the
Great Lak
kes. To date, the intermodaal network con
nstruction usees road, rail, and waterwayy features from
m the
2005 verssion of the Naational Transp
portation Atlaas Database (N
NTAD), curreently maintainned by the US
S
Departmeent of Transpo
ortation’s Burreau of Transp
portation Stattistics (BTS).. NTAD also includes dataa on
intermodaal facility locaations, althou
ugh this projecct identified o ther data souurces.

Figure 2. The GIFT Intermodal network
o building thee intermodal network is to create nodes (modal transsfer points) whhere the
The key to
independeent modal nettworks (road, rail, and wateerway) interseect at an interrmodal facilitty. We createdd
geographiic data featurees (arcs) to deescribe: (1) ro
oad-to-facilityy connectionss; (2) water-too-facility
connections; and (3) raail-to-facility connections. This construcct allows freigght to transfer from one freeight
mode to another throug
gh these interm
modal transfeer facility connnection arcs. In addition, we created
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hat account for cost, time, e nergy, and em
missions assoociated with such
attributes for each interrmodal arc th
transfers (Figure 3).
lntermodal Freight Transport

.
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NTAD Water Network

Figure 3. Connecting Road, Rail and Waterwa
ay networks at Intermod
dal Facilities

The GIFT
T team discusssed ArcGIS environment network functtions in relateed work for East Coast andd
Great Lak
kes domains (Hawker, et all., 2007). An example of thhe analysis toools we integrrated and
developed
d is presented
d in Figure 4 an integrated intermodal trransportationn network exaample for a paart of
the U.S. Eastern Seabo
oard. This map
p shows threee “shortest paaths” through the network for cargo travveling
from Bufffalo, NY to Miami, FL. Eaach shortest paath uses a diffferent optimiization variabble, usually
mbination of transportationn modes. Thee blue line reppresents the leeastresulting in a different route and com
time of deelivery route which primariily uses highw
way to deliverr freight to Miami. The greeen line repreesents
a least carrbon route thaat includes bo
oth rail and trucking in an intermodal coontext, with appropriate
intermodaal transfers. Finally, the bro
own line reprresents the leaast cost route that combinees some landsside
ns, energy usee, time-of-dellivery, and coost values for each
and waterrside segmentts. Environmeental emission
outes are calcculated by GIF
FT, thereby allowing decission makers to evaluate traadeoffs and
of these ro
explore vaarious kinds of infrastructu
ure developm
ment alternativves (the potenntial to take laandside-highw
way
and rail, and waterside networks to create an inteermodal netwoork for freighht transport).
By integraating total carrgo flow data into the mod
del, we providde the ability to explore noot only the eneergy
onmental imp
pacts of such flows, but alsso alternative flow patternss that minimizze key decisioon
and enviro
objectivess, such as leasst carbon, leasst PM, and least energy-coonsumption.
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2.3 Strructure of the GIFT Model
The basic structure and
d use of the GIFT model iss summarizedd in Figure 5. This section describes detaails
of the dataa items selectted to constru
uct and config
gure a versionn of GIFT thatt facilitates unnderstanding the
impacts of port-generated traffic in California an
nd enables casse study analyysis of the tradde-offs of varrious
policies.
Data used
d in GIFT incllude the following:
1. Geospatial data for transporrtation networrks
a. Roadw
ways
b. Railwaays
c. Waterw
ways
2. Geospatial data for intermodal transfer faacilities
a. Ports
b. Railyaards
c. Truck terminals
d. Which
h transportatio
on network seegments the trransfer facilitties connect
3. Operational ch
haracteristics of road, rail, and waterwayy traversal
a. Speedss
b. Operatting cost
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4. Operational characteristics of transfer facilities
a. Time associated with intermodal transfers and other delays such as reconfiguring trains in
a rail yard or queuing containers at a port
b. Operating cost
5. Emissions and energy of vehicles on transportation networks
a. Emissions of CO2, Particulate Matter, and other criteria pollutants
b. Energy consumed by vehicles
6. Emissions and energy of transfer facilities operations
a. Emissions of CO2, Particulate Matter, and other criteria pollutants of cargo handling
equipment, vehicle support equipment (such as ship hoteling power) and other facility
operations
b. Energy consumed by cargo transfer operations
7. Freight flows
a. Originations and destinations of cargo entering or leaving California ports
b. Volumes of cargos along the various origination and destination paths

Freight Transportation
Data

Scenario
Configuration
Data

Transportation Network
Geospatial Data
• Highways, Railroads,
Waterways
• Multimodal transfer
facilities

Network
Configuration
• Select cost
attributes to
compare
• Select cost
attributes to
minimize

Vehicle and Facility
Emissions and Operations
Data
• Trucks, Trains, Ships
• Ports, Rail yards,
Distribution centers
Freight Flow Data
• Originations/
Destinations
• Volumes

)

Find Least
“Cost” Routes

)

Vehicle and Facility
Selection and
Characterization

)

Freight Flow
Selection and
Characterization

➔

Geospatial
Intermodal Freight
Transportation
(GIFT) Analysis

Scenario Data
Comparison and
Analysis for Case
Studies

Scenario
Analysis
Results

Figure 5. Structure and Use of the GIFT Model

2.3.1 Transportation “Costs”
A primary purpose of the GIFT model is to use operational costs, time-of-delivery, energy use, and
emissions from freight transport to evaluate tradeoffs among these criteria in an intermodal routing
context. To accommodate a wide variety of operational scenarios, we developed multiple ways to define,
manage, and use “costs.” The main concept was to associate these costs with traversing each segment of
the transportation network, and to provide multiple ways to make the specific route cost depend on the
vehicle type, fuel choice, operational and governmental policy in force, and other scenario attributes.
Figure 6 illustrates various costs of traversing segments in the network. Different ways to model these
7

costs serve different modeling needs, and it is important to understand which options are incorporated into
a given model and how they are used at run-time to compute transportation costs.
In ArcGIS, these costs are defined as network attributes in the network geodatabase. Some attributes are
predefined in the network datasets and have fixed values (such as the distance attribute), some are
predefined attributes whose values can change (such as using posted highway speed limits or observed
truck speeds for different speed values along different highway segments), and some are attributes added
specifically to support GIFT (emissions, speed). The impacts of transportation through intermodal
facilities are similarly captured as attribute values on “spokes” created to model intermodal transfers,
where attribute values model the impact of freight handling equipment, facility energy use, delays loading
and unloading ships, etc.

Truck ModeSegment “Cost”Attributes

Highway
segment in
network
geodatabase

Distance

Speed

12.3 km

90 km/h

Field value
built into
network
database

Time

Operating
Cost

Energy

Calculation built into
network database,
computed using other
attribute values (for
example, distance/speed)

CO2

NOx

…

External
calculation using
external data and
network attribute
data

Figure 6. "Cost" attributes associated with transportation network segments

The values for network attributes can be accessed during network analysis run-time (that is, during leastcost optimization or during computations of route data for determined routes) in multiple ways,
depending on the data used and their source. Some data are stored statically in the network geodatabase
(such as segment distance or posted speed limit), some are computed using Visual Basic scripts embedded
into and stored with the database (using ArcCatalog and ArcGIS Network Analyst utilities), and some
values are computed using external computations (“custom evaluators” in Network Analyst terminology)
that we implemented as C# program components registered in the ArcGIS run-time framework. The
embedded computation evaluators can use any data defined as attributes in the network model, whereas
the custom evaluators can also access external data and computations. Assigning attribute values or
associating evaluators with attributes is performed using ArcCatalog while building the transportation
network geodatabase.
Most of the attribute values are computed using custom evaluators that access data that the analyst can
modify to reflect differing operational scenarios. The model incorporates a user interaction and data
management tool, illustrated in Figure 7, to define and manage cost factors used by the external
evaluators. For roadway, waterway, and railway attributes, the custom evaluator simply multiplies the
segment distance by the configured cost factor. Values obtained from other sources (e.g., Californiaspecific values and settings) can be entered, saved and reused across multiple analyses.
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Figure 7. Tool to defiine and manage case stud

GIFT also
o provides a to
ool to compu
ute the emissio
ons for speciffic types of truucks, locomootives, and maarine
vessels, an
nd to managee libraries of these vehicless that the anallyst can selectt when definiing a case studdy
scenario (Figure 8). Th
his tool uses first principlee models of ennergy efficienncy, fuel conttent, and otherr
equations to compute energy and em
missions. Thee computed em
missions and energy consuumption ratess are
then used in the custom
m evaluators that Network Analyst uses to determinee route optimiizations. The
computed
d emissions raates feed the cost factor datta that ArcGIS Network Analyst uses too determine thhe
routes thaat minimize seelected emissiions, time, an
nd operating c osts and accuumulates thesse costs as
attributes for each routte. For more details on the bottom-up caalculation of emissions andd energy ratess of
transportaation modes, see Appendix E. We also have similar b ottom-up toools to charactterize freight
handling equipment an
nd its operatio
onal use for transfer facilitiies. Emissionns values can be entered dirrectly
from dataa obtained elseewhere, or GIIFT can use more detailed emission facttor calculatorrs to characterrize
vehicle an
nd facility em
missions.
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2.3.2 Transportatiion Network
k Geospatiall Data
The team evaluated ov
ver ten differen
nt GIS databaases for the N orth Americaa multimodal network (Tabble 1)
for use in the CAL-GIF
FT project. NTAD, USAC
CE, GeoGratiss, Natural Reesources Canaada, Loadmatcch
Intermodaal, and variou
us company/reegional port and railroad d irectories aree open access databases,
although several of theese were not GIS-ready at the onset of thhe project. Only NTAD was found to
contain alll the elementts needed to create a fully functional muultimodal moddel. NTAD is built at
essentially
y 1:100,000 scale, and is updated annuaally, althoughh many of thesse edits are minor. NTAD
D
lacked asssigned speedss on the netwo
ork segments, resulting in the need to assign estimated speeds bassed
C variable in NTAD road network). Thee rail and watter segments were assignedd a
on road cllass (the FCC
constant speed, based on a class varriable for rail and waterwayy type and disstance from a port for wateer.
Web sourrces, such as Railroad Perfo
formance Meaasures were uttilized to helpp refine track speed.
Upon a viisual analysis of the accuraacy of the Faccilities data prrovided by NT
m determinedd that
TAD, the team
0% of the poin
nts are moderrately to severrely misplaceed (over 1 km
m off). Misplaacement was due
at least 10
to the use of mailing ad
ddresses insteead of the phy
ysical locationn of the transffer facilities and/or incorreect
latitude an
nd longitude coordinates fo
or the facilitiees (data entryy errors or repporting errors)). Additionallly, an
unknown number of faacilities were not included in the databasse, but are cleearly visible in Google Earrth.
nd organizatio
onal websitess, like the Loaad Match Directory and thhe
To addresss these issuess, company an
related Drrayage Directtory, were useed to recreate the major traansfer facilitiees in North America. Moree
details aree discussed in
n the Intermod
dal Facilities Geospatial D ata section 2..3.3.
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Table 1. Databases evaluated for Cal-GIFT Project
DATABASE
National Transporation Atlas Database (NTAD)
US Army Corps Engineers (USACE)
Streetmap USA (2008 TeleAtlas)
STEEM (University of Delaware)
ALK (ALK Technologies, www.ALK.com)
GeoGratis/National Resource Canada
GeoBase Canada (high detail)
Land Information Ontario (Canada)
Loadmatch Intermodal (www.loadmatch.com )
The Drayage Directory (www.drayage.com )
Railroad Performance Measures
http://www.railroadpm.org/home/rpm.aspx

ROAD
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No

RAIL
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes

WATER
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No

FACILITIES
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

The waterway network utilized the STEEM database from the University of Delaware, which is an
international shipping database that describes ocean shipping lanes. Close to shore and inland, however,
the NTAD and USACE data for waterways are more precise. The GIFT team combined the STEEM,
NTAD, and USACE waterways, using STEEM outside of a 20 km buffer from the US coastline. NTAD
and USACE data are used near shore and for river networks. The ports database of the USACE and
STEEM were used to help determine major intermodal port facilities.
Apart from the open access databases, the proprietary databases that were evaluated included the
Streetmap USA (2008) database and the ALK database. The Streetmap USA database includes posted
speed limits as an attribute for the road segments, typically assigned by road class. Streetmap USA
classifies roads based on a use/volume hierarchy that is independent of the posted speed limit. The
proprietary ALK database provides average empirical speed data based on GPS observation records, as
opposed to posted speed limits. Additionally, the ALK data contain attribute information on speed by
traffic flow direction. Both Streetmap USA and NTAD provide comparable rail networks (there are minor
geographic differences between the two), but neither database includes rail speeds by segment. While
these proprietary databases contain additional information, they were considered to be too fine-grained for
the project purpose, possibly resulting in computing performance problems, and the added detail was
deemed not necessary for regional flow studies.
The GIFT transportation network data for highways, railroads, and waterways is thus based largely on the
NTAD 2008 data (www.bts.gov/publications/national_transportation_atlas_database/2008/), which is a
compilation of data including the National Highway Planning Network, the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers Navigable Waterway Network, and the National Railway Network). These data are at an
appropriate level of granularity for regional and national flow studies, they are geo-referenced with the
transfer facility data we use, and they have been validated in other GIFT projects.
2.3.3 Intermodal Facilities Geospatial Data
Transfer facility locations and supported mode type data were derived originally from the “Intermodal
Terminal Facilities” NTAD 2008 data set. Focusing on California facilities, this data set was validated by
visual inspection of the reported location using Google Earth. Google Earth’s bird’s eye view of
geographical features allowed visual analysis of each point location to see if it either falls on or is close to
something that looks like a facility (Figure 9). If this was found to be the case it was recorded as
“verified”. The “TYPE” and “MODE_TYPE” fields in the facilities shapefile metadata indicate the
primary transportation mode designated for the facility, and supported modes of traffic respectively.
These data acted as clues as to what should be seen in Google Earth for a given facility. For instance, if a
facility is a major rail depot that also handles truck traffic, then railroads, railcars, and trucks should be
11

recognizeed somewheree close to or on the point reepresenting thhe facility. If a facility fallss on a residenntial
street cleaarly marked by the rooftop
ps of homes an
nd backyard s wimming poools, then som
mething is cleaarly
wrong witth the location
n of the faciliity. Thus the mode types suupported andd the facility loocation were
nted and furtheer validated with additionaal facility
adjusted as necessary, and the data were augmen
informatio
on derived fro
om publicly available web sites includinng Loadmatchh (www.loadm
match.com) and
Railroad Performance Measures (htttp://www.raillroadpm.org/)), as well as major transportation compaany
websites, such as Unio
on Pacific (http://www.uprrr.com/custom
mers/intermoddal/intmap/inddex.shtml).
Further deetails on how the facility data were validated are conntained in Apppendix C.
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Figure 9. Verifying Fa
acility locatio
on using Goo
ogle Earth

2.3.4 Operational Characteristics
A very wiide variation can occur in the operationaal performancce of differennt vehicles andd facilities in the
he characteristics chosen foor a given casse study depend on the goaals of
freight traansportation system, and th
that case study. Becau
use of this, wee have designeed GIFT to alllow the case study analystts to configurre
h the perform
mance characteeristics appro
opriate for theeir specific case study. Figgure 10 illustrrates
GIFT with
how GIFT
T allows, thro
ough a GUI (g
graphical userr interface), caase study anaalysts to enterr operational
fer from curreent default vallues.
characteriistics specific to a given sccenario in theiir case study t hat may diffe
Data enterred would be derived from
m sources speccific to a casee study or from
m sources ideentified in Tabble
10 in App
pendix C.
As mentio
oned before, truck segmentt speeds are based on the r oad class from
m NTAD (U..S.) and Canaadian
roads. Co
ommercially available road
d databases haave observed speeds, but this project oppted to use
publicly available data. Rail segment speeds are a constant vaalue across thhe network, baased on the
literature, since rail com
mpanies havee not made av
vailable GIS d atabases withh posted or acctual speeds.
Marine veessel speeds are tied to the vessel characcteristics, exccept near portts where wateerway segmennt
speeds aree values storeed in the waterway geodataabase, derivedd from the ST
TEEM networrk for intercoaastal
and intern
national waterr segments. One speed is used within 2 0 km of the shore, and thee vessel speedd
(representting higher seea-speed) is used for off-sh
hore operationns.
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peed data for the highway network startts with the roaad classificatiion in the NT
TAD network (the
Vehicle sp
FCC variaable) as defau
ult values. Fo
or train and sh
hip speeds, the analysts cann use the tooll illustrated inn
Figure 10 (the “Speedss” tab) to define a speed to use throughoout the network. Data from
m sources succh as
Railroad Performance Measures (htttp://www.raillroadpm.org/)) provide defaault values off speed and
transfer/dw
well time for GIFT. We seek to extend
d GIFT to alloow segment-specific and loocomotive or
ons for rail an
nd water modees as is availaable for on-road networks, but that is beeyond
vessel-speecific variatio
the scope of our curren
nt research. The methods we develop inn related GIFT
T research to use segment-specific trruck speed wiill inform ourr future researrch on using more granularr rail and watterway networrk
speed dataa.
Operating
g costs can be computed ussing custom evaluators, wiith cost per mile or per faciility transfer
configured using the fo
orm shown in
n Figure 10 (O
Operating Cosst tab). Modall operating coosts for each
segment can be derived
d from variou
us studies, typ
pically in $/TE
EU-mile or $//ton-mile. Addditionally,
d local drayagge costs. No California-sppecific cost daata
intermodaal transfer cossts can reflectt port cost and
were prov
vided for the case study in this project, given ARB’s direction to focus this prooject effort onn
emissionss – particularly CO2 emissiions from goo
ods movemennt.
Additionaally, total hou
urs of travel caan be computted for a givenn route, givenn that the GIF
FT model sum
ms
me on each seg
gment of the route and the time it takes tto transfer beetween modess (if such trannsfers
travel tim
exist on th
he route). Forr transfer facillities, a defau
ult penalty forr each spoke is currently asssumed, an noo
Californiaa-specific tim
mes were identtified for in-sttate intermoddal transfers. GIFT allows spoke time values
to be chan
nged using thee form illustraated in Figuree 10.
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2.3.5 Modeling Rail Dwell Times
In a separate project, the GIFT team has begun to characterize potentially significant time penalties
associated with dwell times at major intermodal terminals, such as rail terminals, port terminals, and truck
terminals – a subset of intermodal connections where in-route freight storage may occur before transfer.
Specifically, a U.S. DOT project identified initial dwell conditions generic to rail terminals, although
these are not California-specific. According to the Railroad Performance Measures website, maintained
by six major US rail freight carriers, “Terminal Dwell is the average time a car resides at the specified
terminal location expressed in hours. The measurement begins with a customer release, received
interchange, or train arrival event and ends with a customer placement (actual or constructive), delivered
or offered in interchange, or train departure event. Cars that move through a terminal on a run-through
train are excluded, as are stored, bad ordered, and maintenance of way cars”
(http://www.railroadpm.org/Definitions.aspx).
Major terminals from each of the major rail freight carriers can be identified from the carriers’ own
website maps and positioned using Google Earth coordinates. Dwell times may be assigned to each of
these points, e.g., determined from the Railroad Performance Measures website.
Figure 11 illustrates potential dwell points surrounding the Ports of Long Beach and Los Angeles (LALB) using overlapping five-mile buffers. In most cases, the dwell time assigned to a point represents half
of the total reported dwell time, so that a route accumulates the total dwell penalty after entering and
leaving the dwell buffer area. In this LA-LB example, however, total dwell times would be assigned to
the dwell points because the rail lines emanate from or terminate at the port. There are no rail lines
simply passing through the buffer, as would be the case for a rail line within the interior of the US. To
make this approach California-specific, ports should be examined for this characteristic and dwell times
adjusted as needed (either being assigned the total dwell penalty if the route only passes through a single
dwell point or a half value if the route passes through two points). The case study settings have generic
defaults from the U.S. DOT project and therefore time accumulations would be considered prototype and
are not reported as results for this case study. Given that rail segment speeds are much lower than road
segment speeds on highways, the inclusion of default dwell buffers helps avoid rail in the least-time
scenario but does not determine the route differences between least-time and least-CO2 case study runs.
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2.3.6 Origin‐ Destiination Freig
ght Flow Da
ata
An important part of un
nderstanding the impacts of port-generaated traffic inn California iss a characterizzation
of the orig
ginations and destinations (O/Ds) of freeight to and frrom the Califo
fornia ports, annd the volum
me of
D data represeent goods moovement within the region of
freight between those locations. Some of the O/D
the port, characterizing
g drayage opeerations betweeen the port a nd local truckk terminals where the freigght is
reconfigured for O/Ds beyond the reegion. Some of the data chharacterize sttatewide and nationwide
ht to and from
m the Californ
nia ports. Som
me of the data characterize first drops.
transportaation of freigh
In this pro
oject the reseaarch team hass enhanced GIIFT to take ass batch input a table of origginations,
d destinationss, and their freeight volume values to com
mpute cost-opptimal routes (cost: emissioons,
associated
time, operrating cost, ettc.) between those location
ns and then prresent cumulaative (freight--flow weighteed)
emissionss, energy, and
d operating co
ost impacts forr these multipple O/D-volum
me sets. Usinng this new GIFT
capability
y, case-study analysts can select O/D-vo
olume sets or subsets approopriate to theiir study.
We also constructed orrigin-destinatiion data for th
his project invvolving cargoo flow for Callifornia. For
details reg
garding the crreation of the freight volum
me flow, referr to Appendixx F. These datta have been
d into event taables for impo
ort in the GIFT
T model. Concurrent withh this project, we developeed
formatted
nation pairs fro
om O/D inpuut files using Network Analyst in ArcGIIS,
GIFT to process batch origin-destin
with routees named for and organized
d by the port of origin andd the destinatioon. These rouutes contain thhe
emission and cost outp
puts from the model and caan be linked too the freight volumes deterrmined for eaach
O/D pair.
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The O-D pair data can be supplemented with the Army Corps of Engineers Entrance and Clearance data
based on a vessel's International Maritime Organization (IMO) identification number to quantify the
volume of container traffic entering and leaving the port. The Entrance and Clearance data can be linked
to vessel-specific data compiled by classification societies such as Lloyd's registry of ships to provide
details concerning operational characteristics of these vessels. Eastern Research Group (ERG) linked the
two datasets together for other projects and typically can match 90 to 95 percent of vessels to their vessel
characteristics. The Entrance and Clearance data also documents the previous and next port of call, which
will provide reasonably accurate mapping of international cargo traffic patterns. These data are used to
map out individual vessel movements, and this information can be applied to GIS tools to quantify
distance between ports. This distance value can be divided by the vessel's speed as noted in the Registry
of Ships to calculate hours of operation between ports. These transit times will have to be adjusted to
account for operations in reduced speed zones and congestion while approaching and operating within
ports.
According to our current data sources, most freight to/from California ports is not originated or destined
for the port vicinity, rather, it moves to/from locations throughout California and the U.S. First drop or
drayage data in the port region to a transfer facility for reconfiguration or mode change provides one set
of O/D-volume data. The Freight Analysis Framework (FAF2) and the Commodity Flow Survey (CFS)
data from the U.S. Department of Transportation Bureau of Transportation Statistics
(http://www.bts.gov/publications/commodity_flow_survey) provide information on freight flows beyond
the port region.
FAF2 and CFS provide data from the LA-LB and other port regions to and from final and original
destinations. These locations are both those within the LA-LB Core Based Statistical Area (CBSA) and
anywhere in the remaining US either by state, metropolitan area, or other geographic reference. For
example, specific metropolitan area data are provided for the San Jose–San Francisco–Oakland,
California CBSA, San Diego–Carlsbad–San Marcos, California Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA),
Sacramento––Arden–Arcade––Truckee, CA–NV CBSA (California Part), and Los Angeles–Long Beach–
Riverside, California CBSA, with an aggregated entry for “remainder of California.” For locations
designated as “remainder of state,” a location was selected as the centroid of the region (state, county),
placed at an NTAD transfer facility nearest to that centroid location or at a probable transfer location
based on a visual inspection of the road and rail data and Google Earth imagery.
For near-port traffic, ARB has provided a sample of survey data on drayage trips, that is, trips from the
ports to the first stop in the LA-LB area. The ARB survey data provided address information for
destinations. Many of the addresses provided were to freight company administrative offices and not the
warehouse locations. This sample data set has been reviewed and best GIS positional match to actual
warehouses was completed as a trial run for the batch mode of the model. As more complete and accurate
regional O/D-volume data become available, a similar approach to validating that data and incorporating
them into the California GIFT O/D-volume data sets can be performed.
For a given case study, analysts can select the O/D-volume data derived from the FAF2, CFS, and
regional data provided in the California configuration of the GIFT model, or the analysts can incorporate
other data that may be provided. Combining these data, the research team can model the trip from the port
to the first stop and from these drayage points to final destinations.

2.4 Evaluation of the freight flow origination and destination and volume
model
Freight flow data are derived from U.S. Commodity Flow Statistics (CFS) and Freight Analysis
Framework, Version 2 (FAF2) data. The geographic location of originations and destinations were
aligned with intermodal transfer facilities to provide realistic routes and to ensure that route selection did
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not favor one mode over another. We evaluated a number of disaggregation methods to provide a refined
geographic location for flows. For origination and destination pairs (O/D pairs) outside of California (the
“remainder of state” locations of CFS and FAF2), we distributed flow volume to major cities in the state
not explicitly identified as Combined Statistical Areas and Metropolitan Statistical Areas (CSAs/MSAs).
For O/D pairs with an origination or destination in California, these data were disaggregated based on
population. Table 2 summarizes the disaggregation approaches, and Appendix B provides more detail on
these disaggregation methods as well as how O/D pair locations are aligned with intermodal transfer
facilities.
Table 2. Approaches to disaggregate flow data
Approach
Within CA
1
Same as approach for “outside CA”

2

3

4

Distribution by county in CA based
on population of the county;
destinations are determined by
selecting an intermodal facility that
is in the largest city within each
county, or a warehouse or retail
center within the largest city within
each county if no intermodal
facility exists.
Distribution by incorporated city
within the LA/LB region (only)
based on population to demonstrate;
outside of LA/LB we apply
approach #2; destinations in
incorporated cities would be at
intermodal facilities OR retail
locations if no intermodal facilities
exist.
Distribution from Cambridge
Systematics disaggregation of the
FAF2 dataset; destinations are
identified as in approach #2 to
identify destination locations for
network modeling.

Outside CA
Distribution from CFS O/D
pairs; facilities located in major
cities for CSAs; for “remainder
of” we distributed to other large
cities in the region equally;
identification of other cities was
somewhat arbitrary; destination
at intermodal facilities in the
cities OR at retail locations
within the city.
Same as approach 1

Same as approach 1

Distribution from Cambridge
Systematics FAF2; destination
based on approach 1.

Datasets
CFS

CFS

CFS

Cambridge
Systematics/FAF2

The different methods provide substantially similar results. For the case study, ARB proposed to use
approach #4, as it provides the resolution we need with recently-available data outside of California, and
appropriate disaggregation within California. As GIFT is data independent, it was straightforward to
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provided Cam
mbridge System
matics freightt distribution data in a freight flow anallysis
incorporate the ARB-p
scenario. The ability to
o incorporate alternate data is what makkes GIFT uniqque. It can prrovide accuratte
estimation
n of the environmental imp
pacts of freigh
ht transport, p rovided it haas accurate daata to work uppon.

3 Casse Study
Using the GIFT model and Californ
nia-specific model inputs, a detailed Casse Study evaluates CO2
emissionss from port-asssociated good
ds movementt, by focusingg on four majoor West-Coasst ports in threee
regions. The three portt regions chossen for the stu
udy are:




Northern Caliifornia: Port of Oakland
Southern Caliifornia: Port of Los Angelles and Port o f Long Beachh
Northwest: Po
ort of Seattle

These threee port region
ns accounted for 52 percen
nt of the total container impports to the U.S. for 2008
(Bureau of Transportattion Statistics, 2008), makiing them a naatural choice to include in the Case Studdy to
model thee effects of co
ontainerized freight
fr
movem
ment (see Figuure 12). The Case Study iss concentratedd on
CO2 emissions differen
nces between least-travel-ttime (least-tim
me) v. least-C
CO2 routing chhoices.
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2. Top 25 Container Ports U.S. 2008 (Source: BTS
S, US DoT)
Figure 12
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3.1 Data Sources
For this Case Study, the international and domestic container traffic associated with each of the three port
regions was obtained from two sources. The first source of data was the California Commodity OriginDestination Database Disaggregation technical memorandum produced by Cambridge Systematics, Inc.
for the California Department of Transportation and California Air Resources Board (ARB). These data
were used to obtain freight distribution patterns for goods movement through California, which was then
used as a proxy for the containerized goods movement distribution. This distribution was combined with
the second data source -- the inbound and outbound container data for the ports of interest from the Army
Corps of Engineers -- to estimate the container traffic associated with the ports. This process of obtaining
port generated containerized traffic from freight distribution figures has been explained in detail in
Appendix F: Creation of Origin and Destination and Volume Flow Model. This section describes data
sources used for the Task 5 Case Study.
3.1.1 Cambridge Systematics Origin‐Destination Database
The Cambridge Systematics Origin-Destination (O/D) Database disaggregates the Freight Analysis
Framework 2.2 (FAF2) data at the county level into a new O/D database. The FAF2 data is a freight
database that provides estimates of commodity flows and transportation activity among states,
metropolitan regions and international gateways. It is built from publicly available statistics such as the
Commodity Flow Survey (CFS) and other sources highlighted on the FAF homepage
(http://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/freight/freight_analysis/faf/index.htm).
Cambridge Systematics used principles of regression analysis in disaggregating the freight flow at the
regional level to that at the county level. The freight traffic tonnage was estimated at the county level by
forming regression models with explanatory variables such as industry employment, population and other
factors that affect the production or consumption of a particular commodity in a county. For the counties
in California, the tonnage values were adjusted for modal accessibility. The resultant database thus
provides freight flow statistics by commodity and by mode, from and to the counties within the state of
California. On the recommendation of ARB, the Cambridge Systematics O/D database was used to
determine freight movements. The use of this data set also demonstrates the flexibility of GIFT in
handling alternate sources of data. For details on CFS and the Cambridge Systematics FAF2
methodology, refer to Appendix F and Appendix G.
3.1.2 Port Container Data
The second source of data utilized in the Case Study was the number of containers handled by the ports of
interest. Data were obtained from the Waterborne Commerce Statistics Center, maintained by the Army
Corps of Engineers (ACE) (Army Corps of Engineers, 2003). Figure 13 shows the freight flow
conventions for the Case Study.
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3. Freight Fllow Model
The modeel assumes thaat the total ou
utbound freigh
ht from the poort is the sum
m of the total Domestic
Outbound
d freight and the total Foreiign Outbound
d freight. Sim
milarly, the tootal inbound fr
freight to the
domestic destinations is the sum of the total Foreeign Inbound freight and thhe total Domeestic Inboundd
freight. Th
he container traffic from and to the port representingg the foreign inbound/outbound and the
domestic inbound/outb
bound contain
ner data is neeeded to successsfully modell the freight movement. Thhese
data were obtained from
m the ACE daatabase. Tablle 3 lists the c ontainer statiistics for the three port regions,
along with
h the total inb
bound and outtbound freigh
ht calculationss. Only loadeed containers were considered
for this Caase Study. Th
he container statistics dataa used were frrom 2003, in order to mainntain consistenncy
in our anaalysis of the Case Study.
Table 3. Port Contain
ner Statistics
Port Regiion

Los Angeeles

Domeestic
Inbou
und
Loadeed
TEUs1

Domeestic
Outbo
ound
Loadeed
TEUss1

Forreign
Inb
bound
Loa
aded
TEU
Us 1

Forreign
Ou
utbound
Loaaded
TE
EUs1

Total
Outbound to
Port
TEUs1

Total
Inbound to
Destinatiion
TEUs1

42
2,615

131,035

3,1
106,267

841,980

1,835,519

6,1334,033

12
2,291

24,082

2,9
972,860

838,422

(Total for LA
ALB
B)

(Total foor LALB)

Oakland

56
6,126

139,157

489,742

314,921

454,0778

5445,868

Seattle

48
8,412

169,347

516,940

503,624

672,9771

5665,352

Long Beaach

Source: USACE WCSC
C (http://www
w.ndc.iwr.usaace.army.mil//wcsc/by_porrttons03.htm)..
1

Note: A TEU is a meaasure of contaainerized carg
go capacity eqqual to 1 standdard 20 ft lenngth by 8 ft width
by 8 ft 6 in height conttainer, with a maximum caargo capacity of 48,000 lbss.)

3.2 Asssumption
ns for the Model
GIFT prov
vides environ
nmental attributes for the solved routes f rom the custtom evaluatorr based on thee type
of vehiclee and vehicle attributes entered by the user. The userr can enter intto GIFT overrall emissions rates
(for exam
mple, gCO2/TE
EU-mile) or th
he user can usse the GIFT e missions calcculator to com
mpute emissioons
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rates for specified fuels, engines, and operating parameters (see Appendix E for a description of the
calculations) For reference purposes, this report restates vehicle assumptions and the network attributes
that existed for Task 4, and were used for the Case Study in this report.
3.2.1

Emission rates

3.2.1.1 Truck Assumptions
A Class 8 heavy-duty vehicle (HDV) that met model year (MY) 1998-2002 emissions standards was
assumed to be carrying two TEUs weighing a total of 20 tons. The fuel economy of the vehicle was
assumed to be 6.0 miles per gallon. Furthermore, the emission factors associated with the truck operation
were assumed to be 6.06 grams of NOx per brake horsepower-hour (gNOx/bhp-hr) and 0.139 grams of
PM10 per brake horsepower-hour (gPM10/bhp-hr). The emission factor values were sourced from Table B5 and Table B-8 of Appendix B of the Carl Moyer Program Guidelines Handbook (California Air
Resources Board, Part IV- Appendices, 2008).
3.2.1.2 Rail Assumptions
Two Tier-1 locomotives, each powered by a 4,000 hp motor, were assumed to be hauling a 100 well-car
load, with each well-car carrying an equivalent of 4 TEUs at 10 tons per TEU. This amounts to a total of
4,000 tons of shipment. An average speed of 25 miles per hour was assumed over the entire rail network.
The engines were assumed to be operating at an average efficiency of 35% and an average load factor of
70%. The emission factors associated with the rail were based on Tier 1 levels and assumed to be 6.3
gNOx/bhp-hr and 0.275 gPM10/bhp-hr. These values were sourced from Table B-18a of Appendix B of
the Carl Moyer Program Guidelines Handbook (California Air Resources Board, Part IV- Appendices,
2008).
3.2.1.3 Ship Assumptions
Most of the O/D pairs in the Case Study do not allow for potential water routes, but some could, and the
GIFT Model can evaluate the potential for waterways to serve goods movement for coastal regions in socalled "Short-Sea Shipping." The GIFT Model used vessel characteristics for the prototype short-sea
vessel “Dutch-Runner” - a 3,070 hp container vessel with a capacity of 221 TEUs, with average payload
of 10 tons/TEU (total of 2210 tons of freight). The engine was considered to be operating at 40%
efficiency with an average load factor of 80%. Rated speed (i.e., design speed) of the vessel was
approximated to be 13.5 statute miles per hour. The ship operates at the maximum allowable emissions
standards for NOx (5.4 g/bhp-hr) and PM10 (0.15 g/bhp-hr) – in other words, meeting current regulations
and not adjusted for emissions control standards that are pending.
3.2.1.4 Fuel Assumptions
The assumed fuel for the model evaluation study is on-road diesel fuel with energy content of 128,450
Btu/gallon, a mass density of 3,170 grams/gallon, and a carbon fraction of 86%. We applied this
assumption to all modes, acknowledging that residual fuels and various quality distillate fuels vary
somewhat. At the scale of this Case Study, the differences are smaller than the variability in other
assumptions, but future analyses could use GIFT to model various fuels in terms of a low-carbon fuel
standard or other environmentally beneficial fuel alternatives – either by mode or across modes.
The aforementioned figures gave a resultant output of 830 gCO2/TEU-mile for truck, 320 gCO2/TEUmile for rail, and 410 gCO2/TEU-mile for ship. Thus, the most carbon-intensive mode of freight transport
in this case is truck, followed by the container ship, and then rail (Figure 14).
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3.2.2 Assumptionss for Intermodal Transffers
While thee GIFT emissiions calculato
or computes th
he emissions associated with each of thhe network
segments based on veh
hicle type, a seeparate emisssions calculatoor was develooped to comppute the emisssions
associated
d with the mo
ovement of co
ontainer by caargo handling equipment att the ports. Thhe intermodall
facilities, represented by a hub-and--spoke model, have environnmental attribbutes similar to those
associated
d with the nettwork segmen
nts of the three different moodes of transpport – road, raail and water
(Figure 15
5).
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5. Representiing Intermod
dal Facilities
The principles behind the emissionss estimates forr cargo handlling equipmennt are the sam
me as those ussed to
calculate emissions fro
om transportattion modes. Differences exxist in the asssumptions reggarding the
operationaal attributes of the port equ
uipment. In reality, the traansfer of goodds from one mode to anothher
occurs at the intermodaal facilities an
nd the spokes are a proxy for the movem
ment. In the hub-and-spokke
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model, the movement of the containers from one mode to another is modeled through artificial spokes
(Figure 15 ). Thus, the Road Spoke represents the transfer of goods between the road network and the
intermodal facility. Similarly, the Rail Spoke and the Water Spoke model the movement of goods between
the facility and the rail network, and between the facility and the waterways network, respectively.
When estimating emissions at the facilities, the spokes were assumed to accumulate part of the emissions
involved in a mode-to-mode transfer. For example, the total CO2 emissions generated in moving a
container between the road network and the rail network would be spread across the road spoke and the
rail spoke. Standard CO2 emission rates for the road spoke were calculated as the average of the CO2
emissions accumulated when moving a container from the road network to the rail network and from the
road network to the waterway network.
Our assumptions regarding the emissions intensity of the cargo handling activity at the facilities (or ports)
led to the approximate estimations listed in Table 4.
Table 4. Intermodal Transfer Emissions
Spoke Type

Grams of CO2
per TEU

Grams of NOx
per TEU

Grams of SOx
per TEU

Grams of PM10
per TEU

Road

9200

1035

6.2

31.5

Rail

4100

53

0.5

1.6

Ship

2500

42

0.3

2

In effect, the total accumulated emissions along a route consisting of an origin point and a destination
point can be summarized by the following equation where Ep is the total emissions of pollutant p, TEi,p is
the transfer facility emissions penalty at transfer facility i for pollutant p and is summed over all transfers
i; lj is the length of segment j in miles; and EFj,p is the emissions factor for pollutant p and segment j in
grams/TEU-mile.
Equation 1
∙

,

,

The emissions counted on a per TEU-mile basis are obtained for the three different modes depending on
the vehicle attributes specified by the user through the emissions calculator or user-entered emissions
rates . When optimizing for a particular emission, the travel routes are so selected that the accumulated
emissions are minimum.
3.2.3 Travel Time
When solving for routes under various scenarios, the accumulated travel time is calculated based on the
allowable speed limits on the road, rail and water network segments. For the road segments, the allowable
speed is based on the road class. The common speed values range from 25 mph to 65 mph, with 5 mph
intervals. For the rail network, a constant speed of 25 mph is assumed throughout the network. In case of
the waterways, a constant speed of 13.5 mph (~12 knots) was assumed for a radius distance of 20 km
from the coastline, and 20 mph beyond that.
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Apart from the speed being a determinant of the travel time, dwell nodes were included in the rail
network to take into account the delays associated with the movement of freight through a rail yard
located at a facility or port. For details, refer to the section 2.3.5. Time accumulation is not reported in
this Case Study, but it serves as a constraint for the least-time routing solution.
The GIFT emissions calculator calculates emission values based on the assumption of constant average
speed for rail and ship. The emissions calculated for truck use average fuel economy assumptions, and are
not adjusted for emissions rate variation with speed or engine load. Moreover, this Case Study does not
adjust for grade and power relationships in truck or rail, and does not consider localized maneuvering
behavior by ships. The travel times calculated in GIFT are based on the speeds associated with the
network segments. Thus, the emissions estimated for freight movement are an approximation or best
estimate. Under other Case Study designs using the GIFT model, we can define our estimations for
environmental, time, cost, and other attributes of freight transportation to meet those purposes.

4 Case Study Results
The freight data on container traffic from/to the three ports on the West coast were imported into ArcGIS.
Routes were then solved using GIFT for the origin-destination (O/D) pairs under two different scenarios –
least-time and least-CO2. This section discusses the results of the two scenarios.

4.1 Least‐time Route Emissions
As shown in Figure 16 and Figure 17, under the least-time scenario the majority of the container traffic
from the ports of Los Angeles-Long Beach, Oakland and Seattle are concentrated along parts of
interstates I-5, I-10, I-15, I-40, and I-90. In the least-time case, the freight is routed through the roadway
network because of the higher speeds involved. In effect, a total of approximately 2.9 MMT of CO2
emissions are estimated to occur over the course of the year due to freight moving in and out of these
three ports on the West coast. This is under the assumption that all the freight moves by truck. Table 5
lists the estimated emission figures for the various attributes of choice. Of these, the majority of the
emissions (~79% of total) are due to traffic moving in and out of the port of Los Angeles-Long Beach.
This estimation is supported by the fact that the said port is the biggest on the West coast and one of the
biggest in the U.S.
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Table 5. Least-time Route Emissio
Total
Emission
ns
Attributees From Alll
port
Traffic
(MT)

missions From Traffic froom
Total Em
Port (M
MT)

CO2

2,885,36
60

NOx
SOx

Emission
n

PM10

Totall Emissions From Trafficc
towarrds Port (MT
T)

Port of
OAKLA
AND

Port o f
SEATTLE

Port of
LA-L
LB

Port of
OAKLA
AND

Port of
TTLE
SEAT

1,707,51
10

102,,759

1444,708

597,6680

2066,560

1226,143

55,51
13

33,11
16

2,,277

2 ,859

11,0013

3,798

2,450

15
51

91

7

8

28

10

7

1,42
23

84
49

60

74

281

96

63

Port of
LA-LB
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Figure 18 shows the diistribution of the freight traaffic emissionns by air basinns, for the leaast-time scenaario.
The majorrity of emissions are conceentrated withiin the South Coast, San Joaquin Valley and the Mojaave
Desert airr basins. This finding is sup
pported by th
he maps in Figgure 16 and Figure 17, whiich show the
hin these regioons. Thus, it can be seen thhat emissions in a
majority of the freight traffic to be confined with
region aree correlated with the amoun
nt of freight traffic movingg within that region. Whilee the map in
Figure 18 shows estimated CO2 emiissions by air basin, it can be consideredd as a proxy for the
proportion
nal distributio
on of NOx, SO
Ox and PM10 emissions from
m these goodds movementss. The compleete
list of the CO2 emission
ns by air basiins can be fou
und in Table 8 .

.
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Figure 18
8. Air Basin Emissions (L
Least-time sccenario)

4.2 Le
east‐CO2 Ro
oute Emissions
In the case of the least--CO2 scenario
o, most of thee freight was r outed througgh the rail netw
work becausee of
the low em
missions invo
olved with mo
oving freight by train (Figuure 14). The pattern of the freight
distributio
on is similar to the least-tim
me scenario, as evident by the maps in Figure 19 andd Figure 20. In
terms of savings in emissions, it is estimated thatt a total of 59% reduction in CO2 emissions is achievvable
by a modaal switch from
m truck to traiin. (See Tablee 7 for emissiions reductionn comparisonn). This changge in
emissionss can be seen prominently for air basins. Figure 21 shhows how thee emissions reeduce across the
air basins in Californiaa, when compared with thee visualizationn show in Figgure 18.
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Table 6. Least-CO2 Route Emissio
ons
Total
Emission
ns
Attributees From Alll
port
Traffic
(MT)

om Traffic frrom
Total Emissions Fro
Port (M
MT)

CO2

1,182,7
764

NOx

Emission
n

Port of
OAKLAN
ND

Port off
SEATT
TLE

694,997
7

45,3
337

566,556

13,6
628

7,917
7

597

SOx

22

13
3

PM10

574

335
5

Port of
LA-LB

Total Emissions From Traffic
towarrds Port (MT
T)
Port of
LA-L
LB

Port of
AND
OAKLA

Port of
TTLE
SEAT

248,031

877,227

50,616

640

2,820

1,078

576

1

1

4

2

1

24

27

120

44

24
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Figure 21

4.3 Co
omparison
n of Emissiions across Scenario
os
Figure 22 shows the am
mount by whiich the CO2 em
missions reduuce across thee air basins inn California, when
moving frreight by train
n instead of trruck. Given th
his Case Studdy with strict constraints foor least-time and
least-CO2 route solutio
ons, this represents an ideallized (that is, a, bounded) scenario for potential CO2
reductionss from system
m improvemen
nts. Maximu
um CO2 emisssions are reduuced along thee air basins off
South Coaast, San Joaqu
uin Valley an
nd Mojave Deesert. These t hree regions were also thee ones which
incurred the most of th
he freight emissions in the least-time sceenario. Thus, a modal shiftt of freight leaads to
emissionss reduction in the most emiissions-intenssive regions. Of course, thhis reduction in emissions may
require in
ncreased traveel time if the railroad netwo
ork average sppeed (25 mphh) is slower thhan the road
ucking with single drivers requires restt hours for eveery 10 hours of
speeds; allternatively, iff long-haul tru
me, these diffferences may be much smaaller. Althouggh the differennce in travel time is not lissted
driving tim
here, GIFT allows the comparison of trade-offs with respect too the travel tiime when opttimizing for
emissionss. Another po
oint of note is that while th
he CO2 emissiions are reducced across moost of Californnia,
the emissiions along thee North Centrral Coast and the South Ceentral Coast inncrease in casse of the leastt-CO2
scenario because of thee increased freight traffic being routed t hrough the raailroads withiin these regions.
This findiing stresses th
he importancee of geospatiaal attributes off freight emisssions and how
w it can inforrm
policy deccisions.
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omparison fo
or Entire Routes of All O -D Pairs
Table 7. Emissions Co
Emission
n
Attributee

Least-time
Scenario Tottal
Emissions (M
MT)

ast-CO2
Lea
Scen
nario Total
Emissions (MT))

Total Emission
Reducttion (MT)

Total Emiission
Reduction
ns (in
percent)

CO2

2,885,360

1,182,7764

1,702,5966

599.01%

NOx

55,513

13,6628

41,8855

755.45%

SOx

151

22

1299

855.43%

1,423

5 74

8499

599.66%

PM10
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Table 8. Emissions by Air Basin
Air Basin

Total Least-time
Scenario CO2
Emissions (MT)

Total Least-CO2
Scenario CO2
Emissions (MT)

Difference in CO2
Emissions due to
Modal Shift (MT)

Percent
Change

South Coast

375,866

149,421

226,445

-60%

San Joaquin Valley

178,572

58,690

119,882

-67%

Mojave Desert

120,951

60,908

60,043

-50%

San Francisco Bay

67,983

31,173

36,810

-54%

Salton Sea

48,900

41,672

7,228

-15%

Sacramento Valley

34,912

16,948

17,964

-51%

San Diego County

24,044

3,471

20,573

-86%

South Central Coast

14,986

17,164

(-2,178)

15%

Northeast Plateau

8,644

3,994

4,650

-54%

Mountain Counties

6,536

3,517

3,019

-46%

North Central Coast

3,100

6,240

(-3,140)

101%

North Coast

814

376

438

-54%

Great Basin Valleys

480

345

135

-28%

Lake County

36

17

19

-53%

Lake Tahoe

23

22

1

-4%

885,847

393,958

491,889

-56%

Total in-state

Note: Positive difference corresponds to negative percent change; both represent CO2 reductions.

5 Case Study Discussion
The Case Study provides two primary insights. First, the Case Study quantifies port-related intermodal
goods movement through the state of California and beyond. Second, the idealized use of least-CO2
routing constraints illustrates how emissions savings can be achieved through modal shifts. Both of these
insights have relevance for consideration of system-wide improvements that may achieve energy savings,
CO2 reductions, and associated benefits for air quality.
The California Greenhouse Gas Emissions Inventory developed by ARB reports that an estimated 26.9
MMT CO2 were emitted on average from heavy-duty diesel vehicles during the years 2002- 2004. These
inventories are available from http://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/inventory/inventory.htm and
http://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/inventory/data/forecast.htm). The Case Study estimates CO2 emissions to be
approximately 2.89 MMT CO2 from the three West Coast port container traffic using the least-time
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scenario (which comprises mostly trucks), for the same period (Table 5). If we assume that onroad heavyduty diesel activity is primarily devoted to freight transport, the GIFT model estimates in-state CO2
emissions of port-related goods movement are about 11 percent of California CO2 from goods movement.
This result is expected given that emissions estimated through GIFT only consider (loaded) containerized
freight moving in and out of the three major ports on the West coast. Also, as shown in Table 9 our
assumption of 10 tons of cargo per TEU means that we are estimating emissions for, on average, about 9
percent (by weight) of the total goods moving in and out of the three port regions. This may be expected
given that containerized intermodal payloads are less densely packed than bulk goods. The difference
between CO2 (and energy used) and amount of goods moved could be larger a) if the average weight per
TEU is less than 10 tons; and b) if repositioning movements of empty containers were included.
Table 9. Comparing port containers and freight tonnage
LA-LB
Inbound Summary
A
6,134,033
B(=A*10)
61,340,330
C
345,566,070
D(=B/C)
18%
Outbound Summary
A
1,835,519
Destination Outbound TEUs1
B(=A*10)
18,355,190
Port TEU tons2
C
381,499,940
Region Tons to Region3
D(=B/C)
Percent of total outbound tonnage
5%
Bidirectional Summary
Total TEUs (Inbound + Outbound)
A
7,969,552
Port TEU Tons Total
B(=A*10)
79,695,520
Region Tons Total
C
727,066,010
D(=B/C)
Total TEU Tons as Percent of Region
11%
1. Port container data (from US Army Corps of Engineers)
2. Assumed 10 tons per TEU
3. Cambridge Systematics database
Destination Inbound TEUs1
Port TEU tons2
Region Tons From Region3
Percent of total inbound tonnage

OAKLAND

SEATTLE

Total

565,352
5,653,520
47,178,970
12%

545,868
5,458,680
111,289,750
5%

7,245,253
72,452,530
504,034,790
14%

672,971
6,729,710
55,553,670
12%

454,078
4,540,780
202,376,070
2%

2,962,568
29,625,680
639,429,680
5%

1,238,323
12,383,230
102,732,640
12%

999,946
9,999,460
313,665,820
3%

10,207,821
102,078,210
1,143,464,470
9%

Case study findings can also be discussed in the context of the Climate Change Scoping Plan of ARB.
The ARB scoping plan recommends in measure T-6 that goods movement can achieve a total reduction of
3.5 MMT CO2 through adoption of system efficiency improvements (California Air Resources Board, AB
32 Scoping Plan Document, 2010). Our estimation of a total reduction of approximately 1.7 MMT of CO2
occurs through a nationwide modal shift of West Coast port-generated goods movement; within the state
air basins, this reduction is near 0.5 MMT CO2. Of course, this assumes that all port-related TEUs
currently move via truck; this Case Study did not adjust for the amount currently moving via rail, but
produced two bounding cases (least-time and least-CO2.). Moreover, the port-related mode shift
assumptions in this Case Study could be complemented or substituted by similar mode shifts for goods
moving to and from other California destinations and origins. The point is that if goods movement
system improvements could facilitate mode shift of this order, then between 14% and ~50% of the T-6
Scoping Plan goal could be achieved.

6 Summary and Conclusions
This project further developed the GIFT model and demonstrated its configuration and use for evaluating
tradeoffs among attributes of goods movement in the State of California. The model can be used to
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evaluate least ‘cost’ transportation routes for single or multiple origin-destination pairs. The model
includes the ability to optimize transportation for energy, environmental, economic, time-of-delivery,
distance, and other attributes. This project involved collecting and implementing data obtained specific to
the state of California, as well as steps to validate the model.
We demonstrated the model using California-specific inputs through a Case Study focused on CO2
emissions from goods movement of containers moving through the major California ports. The Case
Study concentrated on exploring the least-time v. least-CO2 emissions of goods movement, but other
opportunities exist to expand this tradeoff set in future work. Significant reductions in CO2 emissions are
possible through intermodal changes and other energy-efficiency measures that would support the Air
Resources Board goods movement goals. The final results of the case study (discussed in Sections 4 and
5) provide boundaries for potential CO2 emissions reductions in the goods movement sector for the state.

7 Recommendations
Beyond the Case Study results themselves, this project has demonstrated the feasibility and usefulness of
GIFT and its California-specific data and configuration as an important analytical and planning tool for
California decision makers. Although the Case Study focused solely on demonstrating emissions
tradeoffs between least-time and least-CO2 routing, we recommend that future work entail analysis based
on economic and other California specific attributes.
Future work also can involve migration of GIFT to a web-based environment so that California decision
makers would have access to the model through the Internet. Some work related to this migration is
ongoing through other project work being conducted by our research team, and leveraging that work with
additional California based analyses is conceivable.
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Glossary
ARB
ArcCatalog
ArcGIS
ArcToolbox
bhp
BNSF
BTS
BTU
C#
CA
CARB
CBSA
CCD
CDP

CFS
CN
CO2
CP
CSA

CSX
DOT
ERG
FAF and FAF2
FEC
g
GATX
Geodatabase
GIFT
hp
IMO
km

California Air Resources Board
A product from ESRI (see http://www.esri.com/) to build and manage geospatial
information system databases
A Geographic Information System (GIS) commercially available from ESRI (see
http://www.esri.com/)
A set of geospatial data processing and management tools available as part of the ArcGIS
product suite.
Brake horse-power – a unit of measurement of power
Burlington Northern Santa Fe Railways
United States Bureau of Transportation Statistics (http://www.bts.gov/)
British Thermal Unit – a standard unit of energy
A computer programming language provided by Microsoft and used to customize the ESRI
ArcGIS product
California
California Air Resources Board
Core-Based Statistical Area – An area defined by the U.S. Office of Management and Budget
to identify core urban areas and adjacent areas
Census County Division – a subdivision of a county with no minor civil division (MCD) or
other governmental boundary (for census purposes)
Census Designated Place -- concentrations of population that are identifiable by name but
are not legally incorporated (see http
//www.census.gov/geo/www/cob/pl_metadata.html)
Commodity Flow Survey (http://www.bts.gov/publications/commodity_flow_survey/)
Canadian National Railway
Carbon dioxide
Canadian Pacific Railway
Combined Statistical Area – a United States census region combining metropolitan and
micropolitan regions linked by commuting ties (see
http://www.census.gov/population/www/metroareas/metrodef.html)
A United States-based rail transportation company
United States Department of Transportation
Eastern Research Group, a collaborator in the GIFT research projects
Freight Analysis Framework versions 1 and 2
(http://www.ops.fhwa.dot.gov/freight/freight_analysis/faf/)
Florida East Coast Railway
Grams
A United States-based rail transportation company – often referred to as General American
Transportation
A file system for storing and managing geospatial information (from ArcGIS)
Geospatial Intermodal Freight Transportation model
Horsepower – a unit of measurement of power (see bhp)
International Maritime Organization
Kilometers
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KCS
KWh
LA
LA/LB
m
MCD
MSA

mol
MY
NS
NTAD

O/D or O-D
ObjectID
ppm
RIT
SOx
Shapefile
SourceID
STEEM

TEU
TRANSFLO
UD
UP
U.S.
USACE
Visual Basic
VOC
WCSC

Kansas City Southern Railway
Kilowatt-hour
Los Angeles, California
Los Angeles/Long Beach – referring to the port complex near San Pedro, California
meters
Minor Civil Division. A census area defining a subcounty area such as a town or township
Metropolitan or Micropolitan Statistical Area– a county or region census area containing a
substantial urban area and its adjacent communities (see
http://www.census.gov/population/www/metroareas/aboutmetro.html)
Mole – a unit of measure of the physical quantity of a gas
Model Year
Norfolk Southern Railway
National Transportation Atlas Database (available from the United States Bureau of
Transportation Statistics at
http://www.bts.gov/help/national_transportation_atlas_database.html)
Origination / Destination – points marking the beginning and end of a transportation route
A number uniquely identifying a segment in a transportation network file of ArcGIS
Parts per million
Rochester Institute of Technology
Sulfur oxides
A file format for representing geospatial points, polylines, and polygons
I number identifying a portion of a geospatial information system’s file set (identifies a
shapefile in a geodatabase in the ArcGIS system)
Ship, Traffic, Energy and Environmental Model, a characterization of international oceangoing ship traffic (see http
//coast.cms.udel.edu/NorthAmericanSTEEM/)
Twenty-foot equivalent unit – a standard measure for shipping containers
A measure of capacity for shipping containers
An intermodal transloading provider in the United States – A subsidiary of CSX
Corporation
University of Delaware
Union Pacific Railway
United States
United States Army Corps of Engineers
A computer programming language provided by Microsoft and used to customize the ESRI
ArcGIS product
Volatile organic compounds
Waterborne Commerce Statistics Center (see http
//www.iwr.usace.army.mil/ndc/wcsc/pdf/wcusnatl04.pdf)
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APPENDIX A: Data Summary Sheets for Mobile Sources

Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Highway Vehicle Fleet

Data title: Review of the US DOE Heavy Vehicle Technologies Program-Summary

Data source: National Academy of Sciences

Year released: 2000

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: Lists truck fuel use at 4mil bbl/day for
cars, 4.5 mil bbl/day for Class 1 & 2 trucks, and 3 mil bbl/day for Class 3-8 trucks. Estimates that
trucks will consume twice as much fuel as cars by 2020.

Recommends implementation of a program to introduce technologies for trucks in order to reduce
emissions and become more fuel efficient. Fuel efficiency improvement methods such as improving
aerodynamics, use of lightweight materials, and decreasing roll resistance on trucks are
recommended.

Limitations: No tangible data is provided in this document for use in the model.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data: Yard Trucks

Data title: Cargo Handling Equipment Yard Truck Off-Road Emission Testing

Data source: CARB

Year released: N/A

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: CARB has a program to obtain
information on baseline emissions and control strategies for port and intermodal rail yard trucks.
Tested six yard trucks: 3 in use mechanically controlled off-road engines (1997, 2000, 2001 MY), 1
electronically controlled off-road engine (2004 MY), 1 electronically controlled on-road engine
(2004 MY) and 1 LPG engine. All were Cummins 8 mode test cycle 5.9L or 8.3L. Emission control
strategies suggested are yard trucks with on-road certified engines, use of alternative fuels such as
propane or natural gas, use of emulsified diesel, or installments of after-treatments.







Emission testing performed using constant volume sampling for PM emissions.
Weighting factors applied are listed in the document
Yard truck test matrix developed to represent the makeup of the existing fleet, evaluate
effectiveness of using emulsified diesel, compare currently available and certified on and
off-road engines, and test alternatively fueled propane yard trucks.
Results of testing on emissions for NOX, PM and THC are discussed
Provides modal data

Limitations: Data limited to yard trucks for Port of Los Angeles and Port of Long Beach
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Truck / Rail

Data title: Evaluating the public investment mix in US Freight Transportation Infrastructure

Data source: Michael F. Gorman, Elsevier

Year released: 2005, 2007

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: Discusses how 25% of the truck
freight could be handled at 25% lower cost if rail infrastructure to support it existed. An additional
80% reduction in social costs could be achieved through this modal conversion. Discusses modal
efficiency comparison and shipper modal choice behavior. Looks at both private and social costs.
Provides intermodal rail operating costs on a per ton mile basis, and truck operating costs.
Estimates costs for infrastructure investment costs. Discusses variables such as congestion costs,
social costs, pollution. Provides data to support these discussions.

Limitations: Does not discuss specific locations.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Highway vehicle fleet

Data title: Institute for Trade and Transportation Studies, Volume I, Issue 5

Data source: Institute for Trade and Transportation Studies (ITTS)

Year released: 2009

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: ITTS is working with the American
Transportation Research Institute (ATRI) is developing truck speed performance measurements
along the Alliance Region’s major corridors, and ATRI, in cooperation with the Federal Highway
Administration (FHA), is developing a database of average truck speeds along the nations highway
system.

Limitations: This document is more of a newsletter, and is discussing the I-10 corridor specifically.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Highway vehicles, rail, transfer facilities

Data title: A Geographic Information System Framework for Transportation Data Sharing

Data source: Kenneth Ducker, Allison Butler, Center for Urban Studies, Portland State University

Year released: 2000

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: This paper develops a framework and
principles for sharing transportation data to achieve more accurate presentation of transportation
data. Paper talks about the Geographic Information Systems Transportation (GIS-T) model. This
is an intermediate form from which databases to support applications can be generated.

Limitations: Differences in definitions of basic transportation entities in data models could result in
obstacles in sharing data.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Cargo handling equipment

Data title: Preliminary Analysis of GHG Emissions from Cargo Handling Equipment at Ports
During Extended Idling

Data source: CARB

Year released: 2009

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: Discuss fuel consumption, fuel costs,
emissions. Idling time was estimated and then used to calculate the associated emissions and fuel
consumption due to idling. This was then projected to annual emission estimates for PM, NOX and
CO2 for year 2007.

Limitations: Exhaust temperature data gathered from port terminals only. Data was not collected
for yard trucks. A very small sample was used, would need a larger sample in order to be more
representative of the fleet.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Highway Vehicle Fleet

Data title: Assessment of Out of State Truck Activity in California

Data source: Nicholas Lutsey, Institute of Transportation Studies, University of California at Davis

Year released: 2009

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model:


Data collected on truck activity in California:
o Trips/year into California
o Days spent in California
o Amount of fuel trucks are carrying
o Travel patterns such as point of entry into California



General Truck sample statistics were collected:
o Type of truck
o Registration
o Days of operation
o Miles driven/year
o Fuel capacity

Limitations: Since data is not kept on interstate trucks’ activity while in California, results from
truck activity registered outside California collected during a survey were extrapolated to estimate
California’s in-state truck activity.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Marine, rail, and highway

Data title: Annual Energy Outlook, 2008

Data source: Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration

Year released: 2009

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: Provides national level energy/fuel
usage and fuel cost data.

Limitations: Little information that is specific to California.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Railroad and highway vehicles

Data title: GREET

Data source: Argonne National Laboratory

Year released: data downloaded October 2009

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: Provides generic emission factors

Limitations: Emission factors from GREET need to be adjust to better match locomotives (line-haul
and yard) and to account for the introduction of California-specific emission and fuel standards .
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Railway

Data title: Class 1 Railroad Statistics

Data source: Association of American Railroads (AAR).

Year released: November 18, 2008.

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: Provides excellent general information
about Class 1 railway that can be used to quality check operational assumptions made for the
CalGift model.

Limitations: The information is aggregated to the national level, California specific data are not
provided. For interstate railroad shipment, this data source may be useful to quantify fuel
consumption rates, mileage, and some information about the composition of the national line-haul
fleet.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Railroad and highway activities

Data title: Analysis of Transportation Options to Improve Fuel Efficiency and Increase the Use of
Alternative Fuels in Freight and Cargo Movement in the California/Mexico Border Region

Data source: California Energy Commission

Year released: August 2008

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: Provides insight into cross border
freight shipments with Mexico, including information about existing highway vehicle activities and
emission factors. Issue related to infrastructure limitations and appropriate potential control
options are also present which can be incorporated into the model limit projected activity and
emissions.

Limitations: The study focused on crossborder shipments with Mexico, and did not consider freight
originating in other states. Also because Mexican ports currently have a limited amount of
containership traffic and the rail links with California are few and traffic is limited, most of the
intermodal freight is associated with highway truck transfers.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Facility highway, locomotive and nonroad

Data title: Statewide Strategies to Reduce Locomotive and Associated Rail Yard Emissions.

Data source: California Environmental Protection Agency, Air Resources Board (CARB)

Year released: December, 2006; and updated in September 2009.

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: This reference provides detail insight
into appropriate control options that can be specifically applied to California intermodal facilities
to reduce risk from yard related emission sources. Some of the information provided is also useful
for port facilities.

Limitations: The study only provides recommended control options, while actual penetration and
control effectiveness are needed to adjust facility emissions to accurately represent actual emissions.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Railway, marine vessel, and higway-trucks

Data title: FY 2004-2006 Carl Moyer Program, Multi District Projects

Data source: California Environmental Protection Agency, Air Resources Board (CARB),

Year released: March 22, 2008

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: The information provided in the Carl
Moyer Program summaries is important to ensure that transfer and port facility emissions are
appropriate adjusted to reflect re-engining of vessels, application of idle reduction devices, and use
of electric, hybrid and alternative fuel yard and cargo handling equipment.

Limitations: In order to account for control options promoted by initiatives such as the Carl Moyer
Program data is required for multiple years to accurately assess changes in the equipment fleet.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Railway

Data title: Rail Short Haul Intermodal Corridor Case Studies

Data source: Casgar, C. S., DeBoer, D. J. et al.

Year released: 2003

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: The Federal Railroad
Administration’s Office of Policy and Program Development sponsored the development of this
document in the interest of information exchange. The objective of this report is to provide an
industry context for public officials who are interested in rail short haul intermodal corridors and
to offer a template for analyzing related costs and benefits. The cost data included in this study
may of value for the model to assess costs associated with construction of corridors that speed up
short haul operations. The study also includes many actual case studies that can be used to
calibrate the model.

Limitations: The case studies provided include only cities on the east coast and need to be assessed
carefully to determine their suitability for west coast corridors.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Railway

Data title: Railroad and Locomotive Technology Roadmap

Data source: Argonne National Laboratory, Center for Transportation Research (CTR)

Year released: December 2002

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: Report provides excellent summary
information concerning via able emission reduction approaches. Report also includes considerable
amount of information about the national railroad fleet that can be used as surrogate data or to
validate assumptions made in the model.

Limitations: Some of the data needs to be updated to more accurately reflect recent economic
changes. The study does not include data specific to California.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Marine vessel

Data title: Modal Comparison of Domestic Freight Transportation Effects on The General Public

Data source: Center for Ports and Waterways, Texas Transportation Institute (TTI)

Year released: March 2009

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: This study provides excellent summary
information about inland waterway traffic.

Limitations: Because very little containerized shipment are associated with barge operations, most
of this report have little value to the model.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Marine vessel and railways

Data title: Air Pollution Emission Inventory Guidebook-2009

Data source: CORINAIR, European Monitoring and Evaluation Programme / European
Environmental Agency

Year released: 2009

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: This report provides emission factors
and fuel consumption information for marine vessels and railway operations. These data may be
useful to develop validate assumptions made in the model.

Limitations: None of the emission factor or fuel consumption data is specific for California emission
sources.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Railways

Data title: Energy Efficiency Technology for Railroads

Data source: International Union of Railways (IUR)

Year released: Continually being updated

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: This data set provides one of the most
comprehensive inventories of control options for railways. It includes data on anticipated emission
reductions, fuel savings, economic and social costs and benefits.

Limitations: Much of the information provides is highly technical and will require considerable
amount of work to incorporate into any model. The data provided does not indicate technologies
that are currently in use in California, additional research will be needed to accurately assess the
penetration of these control options in the states
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Railways

Data title: Impact of Technology on Rail Network Capacity

Data source: TTCI

Year released: April 2009

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: This study evaluates the impact that
car ordering has on intermodal shipments .

Limitations: The information provided in this report is not appropriate for use in the model
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Railway- highway drayage trucking

Data title: Exploring a Green Alternative for Container Transport

Data source: Presentation provided to the Port of Los Angeles Harbor Commission by S. Roop and
J. Lavish

Year released: 2006

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: This presentation provides opetational
details related to implementation of maglev shuttle service as a replacement for drayage trucks

Limitations: At this stage the data provided in this presentation is not relevant for inclusion into the
model.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: on-road and railway

Data title: Annual Energy Outlook 2008

Data source: Annual Energy Outlook 2008

Year released: 2009

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: This data set includes energy
consumption and cost data for current and projected years.

Limitations: The data provided does not differentiate fuel consumption or cost specific for the state
of California. The cost data would have to be adjusted to account for the fuels that are specifically
used in the state. The other data elements may have value to quality check assumption made about
fuel usage.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: On-road and railway

Data title: North American Transborder Freight Data

Data source: U.S. Department of Transportation, Bureau of Transportation Statistics.

Year released: August 2009.

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: These data quantify cross border
activities between Mexico and California. The data set is particularly useful to evaluate commodity
exchanges.

Limitations: The study focused on crossborder shipments with Mexico, and did not consider freight
originating in other states. Also because Mexican ports currently have a limited amount of
containership traffic and the rail links with California are few and traffic is limited, most of the
intermodal freight is associated with highway truck transfers.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: On-road, marine, and railway

Data title: North American Freight Transportation: Trade with Canada and Mexico

Data source: U.S. Department of Transportation. Bureau of Transportation Statistics

Year released: 2006

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: This study provided useful data
concerning trading patterns between the U.S. , Mexico and Canada.

Limitations: The information provided in this report does note traffic through California ports of
entry, but these data are dated, while Transborder Freight Data, noted above provides similar
details and is frequently updated.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Railroad, marine vessel, and on-road trucks

Data title: Transportation Statistics Annual Report, 2008,

Data source: U.S. Department of Transportation. Bureau of Transportation Statistics,

Year released: 2009

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: The study includes national fuel price
data, emissions data and fuel consumption data by mode, which may be of value to the model if
data are need to gap fill missing data elements.

Limitations: The fuel price data may be useful, but other data sources may be more recent, for
example the latest railroad fuel cost data is 2006, no data were available for 2007or 2008.There is
some information about intermodal transfer in the study, but nothing specific for California
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: On-road, marine, and railway

Data title: State Transportation Statistics 2008.

Data source: U.S. Department of Transportation. Bureau of Transportation Statistics,

Year released: 2008

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: This study provides California
specific freight data that can be used to calibrate the model to insure that the traffic patterns
reported by the model are similar to those found in this DOT report.

Limitations: The data used in the study range between 2004 and 2006 and it is not always easy to
differentiate what port of the on-road and rail data relate to intermodal shipments.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Marine vessels

Data title: Particulate emissions from commercial shipping: Chemical, physical, and optical
properties.

Data source: Lack, D. A., J. J. Corbett, et al. J. Geophys. Res. 114(D00F04).

Year released: 2009

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model:.
This report characterizes particulate emissions on the basis of chemical, physical, and optical
properties from commercial vessels. Observations during the Texas Air Quality Study/Gulf of
Mexico Atmospheric Composition and Climate Study 2006 field campaign provide chemical and
physical characteristics including sulfate (SO4 ) mass, organic matter (OM) mass, black carbon
(BC) mass, particulate matter (PM) mass, number concentrations (condensation nuclei (CN) > 5
nm), and cloud condensation nuclei (CCN). Optical characterization included multiple wavelength
visible light absorption and extinction, extinction relative humidity dependence, and single scatter
albedo (SSA). The global contribution of shipping PM was calculated to be 0.90 Tg aâˆ’1, in good
agreement with previous inventories (0.91 and 1.13 Tg aâˆ’1 from Eyring et al. (2005a) and Wang et
al. [2008]). Observed PM composition was 46% SO4 2âˆ’, 39% OM, and 15% BC and differs from
inventories that used 81%, 14%, and 5% and 31%, 63%, and 6% SO4 2âˆ’, OM, and BC,
respectively. SO4 2âˆ’ and OM mass were found to be dependent on fuel sulfur content as were
SSA, hygroscopicity, and CCN concentrations. BC mass was dependent on engine type and
combustion efficiency. A plume evolution study conducted on one vessel showed conservation of
particle light absorption, decrease in CN > 5 nm, increase in particle hygroscopicity, and an
increase in average particle size with distance from emission. These results suggest emission of
small nucleation mode particles that subsequently coagulate/condense onto larger BC and OM.
This work contributes to an improved understanding of the impacts of ship emissions on climate
and air quality and will also assist in determining potential effects of altering fuel standards.

Limitations: Though the study does not focus on California vessels, the data can be used to update
and supplement the marine vessel emission factor data.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Marine Vessels

Data title: The effect of Mg-based additive on aerosol characteristics in medium-speed diesel engines
operating with residual fuel oils

Data source: Lyyranen, J., J. Jokiniemi, et al. Journal of Aerosol Science 33: 967-981

Year released: 2002

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model:.
Aerosol measurements were carried out to determine particle formation and characteristics
produced in a 4-stroke, turbo-charged 1 MW diesel engine operating with high ash-content heavy
fuel oil with and without a Mg-based additive. The mass size distributions are bimodal (modes at
0.1 and 10 um, aerodynamic size) without additive and have three modes (additional mode at 2 um)
with the additive. It was found that the 2 um mode was generated by magnesium together with
some vanadium, nickel and sulfur. The primary particles are formed by nucleation of the
volatilized fuel oil ash species that further grow by condensation and agglomeration. The 10 um
mode particles are mainly re-entrained from deposits and fuel residue particles of different sizes.
Primary particle size is about 40–100 nm as observed in the SEM and TEM micrographs. It
appears that the 9ne particles (0:1 um mode) are more spheroidal and catenulate with the additive
than without.

Limitations: Though the study does not focus on California vessels, the data can be used to update
and supplement the marine vessel emission factor data.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Marine Vessels

Data title: Aerosol Characterisation In Medium-Speed Diesel Engines Operating With Heavy Fuel
Oils.

Data source: Lyyranen, J., J. Jokiniemi, et al. Journal of Aerosol Science 30(6): 771-784.

Year released: 1999

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model:.
Aerosol measurements were carried out in medium-speed diesel engines to determine the aerosol
characteristics and formation in four-stroke diesel engines equipped with turbocharger(s) burning
heavy fuel and high ash-content heavy fuel oil. The mass size distributions are bimodal with a main
mode at 60Ð90 nm and a second mode at 7Ð10 km. The small mode particles are formed by
nucleation of volatilized fuel oil ash species, which further grow by condensation and
agglomeration. The large mode particles are mainly agglomerates of different sizes consisting of the
small particles. The number size distributions peak at 40Ð60 nm, as also observed in the SEM
micrographs. Agglomerates consisting of these primary spherical particles are also found. The
TEM micrographs reveal that these particles consist of even smaller structures. Based on the mass
and elemental size distributions evidence of high volatility of the fuel oil ash was found. The main
effect on the aerosol size distributions was caused by the engine type and fuel oil properties.

Limitations: Though the study does not focus on California vessels, the data can be used to update
and supplement the marine vessel emission factor data.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Marine vessels

Data title: A Critical Review of Ocean-Going Vessel Particulate Matter Emission Factors

Data source: Sax, T. and A. Alexis

Year released: 2007

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: California Air Resources Board staff
has conducted an exhaustive evaluation of available data to assess ocean-going vessel particulate
matter (PM) emission factors. The goals of this assessment were to compile available testing data,
analyze potential confounding relationships in the data, and assess emission factors. Our analysis
identified no significant difference between emission factors for auxiliary and main engines and
between emission factors and load factor, installed power, or model year. CARB found PM
emission factors for vessels operating on heavy fuel oil at 2.5% sulfur content were statistically
significantly higher (1.5 g/KW-hr) than vessels operating on distillate fuel (0.3 g/KW-hr). While
they expected to identify a clear relationship between fuel sulfur content and PM emission factors,
our analysis identified only a weak relationship. A future sulfur emission control area may be
defined across North America with a 1.5% fuel oil sulfur content limit. Based on the weak
relationship between PM emission factors and fuel sulfur content identified in this paper, they
estimate the PM emission factor at 1.5% fuel sulfur would be reduced by about 30% to 1 g/KW-hr.
Future research and additional testing is necessary to improve PM emission factor measurements
from large vessel engines, and to better assess the relationship between PM emission factors and
fuel sulfur content.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Railway

Data title: Class I Railway Company R-1 Reporting Forms, 2009.

Data source: U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Railroad Administration

Year released: 2009

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: These data are reported to the FRA by
individual railway companies, including details about their fleet of locomotives, cars, fuel
consumption, and national cargo traffic. These data are useful to characterize the national fleet of
individual locomotives and can be used to gap fill missing line haul data or to validate data used to
populate the state line haul operations.

Limitations: The data are not disaggregated at the state level, such that the data are only useful for
the GIFT model where it is appropriate to gap fill with national level data, such as with long haul
operations. The data also has some value as a reference point for quality assurance checks on the
data used to populate the model to ensure that the State data are similar to the national data.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Railway

Data title: Technical Highlights: Emission Factors for Locomotives (EPA420-F-09-025).

Data source: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Air and Radiation, Office of Transportation
and Air Quality.

Year released: April 2009.

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: The data in this report quantify the
regulatory emission standards for locomotives. These standards vary by year of original
manufacture and whether the locomotive has been remanufactured. The study clearly shows
assumptions that were made in developing the emission factors associated with these locomotive
standards. The factors included in this report can be used directly in the GIFT model or they can
be used as validation checks on more detailed locomotive specific factors to ensure that the factors
used are compliant with the appropriate standard.

Limitations: These standards do not reflect changes to the fleet that operate in California - for
example California probably has the largest population of hybrid and genset locomotives operating
relative to other states. These locomotives significantly out perform the EPA standards.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Railway

Data title: Characteristics of the Existing U.S. Locomotive Fleet

Data source: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, National Vehicle and Fuel Emissions
Laboratory,

Year released: 28 February 2007

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: This study provides summary
information about the national fleet of locomotives. Some of the data are useful to quantify general
characteristics such as typical horsepower ranges.

Limitations: The information in this study do not represent individual state fleets, such that the data
are only useful for the GIFT model where it is appropriate to gap fill with national level data, such
as with long haul operations. The data also has some value as a reference point for quality
assurance checks on the data used to populate the model to ensure that the State data are
reasonable relative to available national data.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Railway and Marine vessel

Data title: Regulatory Impact Analysis: Control of Emissions of Air Pollution from Locomotive
Engines and Marine Compression Ignition Engines Less than 30 Liters Per Cylinder ( EPA420-R08-001a)

Data source: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency/ Assessment and Standards Division, Office of
Transportation and Air Quality

Year released: May 2008

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: This study provides considerable
information about the national marine and locomotive fleet, including details about fleet
composition and, fuel consumption, and cargo traffic patterns. These data are useful to
characterize the national fleet of individual locomotives and can be used to gap fill missing line haul
data or to validate data used to populate the state line haul operations.

Limitations: It should be noted that vast majority of containerships involved in California's
intermodal cargo traffic are equipped with category 3 propulsion engines (cylinder volume great
than 30 liters) and are therefore not included in this evaluation.

The locomotive data included in this study are not disaggregated at the state level, such that the
data are only useful for the GIFT model where it is appropriate to gap fill with national level data,
such as with long haul operations. The data also has some value as a reference point for quality
assurance checks on the data used to populate the model to ensure that the State data are similar to
the national data.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Railways and Marine vessels

Data title: The State of U.S. Railroads, Rand Corporation Technical Report, 2008.

Data source: Weatherford, Brian; Willis, H.H.; and Ortiz, D.S., Rand Corporation

Year released: 2009

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: This Study includes summary data
about the current state of the railroad sector focusing on existing fleet of locomotives, rail cars and
infrastructure relative to growing demand. This study includes some unusual but useful data such
as:










Ton-mile per track mile
Miles of track per locomotive
Track maintenance costs
Social cost associated with congestion
Average tons per train
Average length of haul
Average speed for intermodal traffic by railway company
Average dwell time per company

These data may be useful in gap filling missing data in the model or to calibrate the model to ensure
that the operational components are reasonable.

Limitations: The information included in this study is not disaggregated at the state level, such that
the data are only useful for the GIFT model where it is appropriate to gap fill with national level
data. The data also has some value as a reference point for quality assurance checks on the data
used to populate the model to ensure that the State data are similar to the national data.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Marine, Railway, On-road trucking.

Data title: Great Lakes Maritime Research Institute, Intermodal Freight Transport in the Great
Lakes: Development and Application of a Great Lakes Geographic Intermodal Freight Transport
Model,

Data source: Winebrake, J. J.; Corbett, J.J.; Hawker, S; and Kormacher, K. for the Great Lakes
Maritime Research Institute.

Year released: October 31, 2009

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: This is a recent version of the GIFT
model that was developed for the Great Lakes Area and includes a lot of functionality that would
be appropriate for the Cal GIFT model.

Limitations: This version of the model has been created for the Great Lakes area and therefore the
data it contains would have to be adjusted to accurately reflect operations in California.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Marine Vessels

Data title: In-use gaseous and particulate matter emissions from a modern ocean going container vessel

Data source: Agrawal, Harshit; Malloy, Quentin G.J.; Welch,William A.; Miller, J. Wayne; Cocker,
David R. III; Atmospheric Environment, Volume 42, Issue 21,

Year released: July 2008

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: This paper provides the emission
measurements of gases, particulate matter (PM), metals, ions, elemental and organic carbon,
conducted from the main engine of an ocean going PanaMax class container vessel, at certification
cycle and at vessel speed reduction mode, during actual operation at sea. The composition of PM,
from main engine is dominated by sulfate and water bound with sulfate (about 80%of total PM)
and organic carbon constitutes about 15% of the PM. Sulfur, vanadium and nickel are the
significant elements in the exhaust from the engine running on the HFO. At the point of sampling
3.7–5.0% of the fuel sulfur was converted to sulfate. These results can be incorporated into the Cal
GIFT marine vessels emission factors directly as they relate to vessel directly involved in
intermodal shipments.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Marine Vessel

Data title: Characterization of particulate matter and gaseous emissions from a large ship diesel
engine

Data source: Jana Moldanova, Erik Fridell, Olga Popovicheva, Benjamin Demirdjian, Victoria
Tishkova, Alessandro Faccinetto, and Cristian Focsa

Year released: 2008

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: In this study, the composition of
exhaust from a ship diesel engine using heavy fuel oil (HFO) was investigated onboard a large cargo
vessel. The emitted particulate matter (PM) properties related to environmental and health impacts
were investigated along with composition of the gas-phase emissions. Mass, size distribution,
chemical composition and microphysical structure of the PM were investigated. The PM
composition was dominated by organic carbon (OC), ash and sulphate while the elemental carbon
(EC) composed only a few percent of the total PM. Increase of the PM in exhaust upon cooling was
associated with increase of OC and sulphate. Hazardous constituents from the combustion of heavy
fuel oil such as transitional and alkali earth metals (V, Ni, Ca, Fe) were observed in the PM
samples. Measurements of gaseous composition in the exhaust of this particular ship showed
emission factors that are on the low side of the interval of global emission factors published in
literature for NOx, hydrocarbons (HC) and CO. These results need to be evaluate to determine if
they should be incorporated into the Cal GIFT marine vessels emission factors.

Limitations: The study focus on heavy oils, which may be appropriate for the operations on the open
seas, but may not be appropriate for operations in California state waters. Further evaluation is
needed to determine how best to use these data.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Marine Vessels

Data title: Emission measurements from a crude oil tanker at sea

Data source: Agrawal, H., W. A. Welch, et al.; Environmental Science and Technology 42(19): 70987103

Year released: 2008

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: This study provides emission factors
for the main propulsion engine (ME), auxiliary engine (AE) and an auxiliary boiler on a Suezmax
class tanker while operating at sea. The data include criteria pollutants (carbon monoxide, nitrogen
oxides, sulfur oxides, and particulate matter), a greenhouse gas (carbon dioxide), speciated
hydrocarbons, and a detailed analysis of the PM into its primary constituents (ions, elements,
organic, and elemental carbon). The vessel burned two fuels: a heavy fuel oil in the ME and boiler
and a distillate fuel in the AE. This article also provides emission factors for selected polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons, heavy alkanes, carbonyls, light hydrocarbon species, metals, and ions for
the ME, AE, and the boiler. These results need to be evaluated to determine if they should be
incorporated into the Cal GIFT marine vessels emission factors.

Limitations: The study focus on heavy oils, which maybe appropriate for the operations on the open
seas, but may not be appropriate for operations in California state waters. Furthermore tanker
operations may be significantly different than containership operations. Additional evaluation is
needed to determine how best to use these data.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Marine Vessel

Data title: North American Port Container Traffic 2006.

Data source: American Association of Port Authorities

Year released: 2007

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: This report provides a summary of
container traffic for all major ports in North America.

Limitations: The data only covers 2006, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers entrance and clearance data
provides more detailed information about California ports
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Marine vessels

Data title: Airborne Toxic Control Measure For Auxiliary Diesel Engines and Diesel-Electric
Engines Operated On Ocean-Going Vessels with in California Waters and 24 Nautical miles Of The
California Baseline

Data source: California Air Resources Board

Year released: June 29, 2009

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: The model should be adjusted to
reflect the application of this regulation on container ships that operate with in 24 nautical miles of
the California coast.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Marine Vessel

Data title: Fuel Sulfur and Other Operational Requirements for Ocean-Going Vessels Within
California Waters and 24 Nautical Miles of the California Baseline

Data source: California Air Resources Board

Year released: June 29, 2009

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: The model should be adjusted to
reflect the application of this regulation on container ships that operate with in 24 nautical miles of
the California coast.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Marine vessels

Data title: Airborne Toxic Control Measure for Fuel Sulfur and Other Operational Requirements
for Ocean-Going Vessels within California Waters and 24 Nautical Miles Of The California
Baseline

Data source: California Air Resources Board

Year released: June 29, 2009

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: The model should be adjusted to
reflect the application of this regulation on container ships that operate with in 24 nautical miles of
the California coast.
.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Marine vessels

Data title: Ocean Going Vessel Emission Control, Technology Matrix,

Data source: California Air Resource Board

Year released: October 2002

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: This matrix provides a comprehensive
summary of available emission control options and provides a percent reduction for PM and NOx.
These data can be easily incorporated in to the GIFT model to estimate emission reductions
associated with the application of these technologies on container ships.

Limitations: The study only includes PM and NOx, additional data will be needed to account for
reductions of other pollutants and impacts on fuel usage.

Also control technologies that do reduce emissions from other pollutants were not included in the
matrix.

This assessment evaluated individual control technologies, Additional research will be needed to
account for emission impacts of application of multiple control technologies.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Marine Vessel

Data title: Analysis of Transportation Options to Improve Fuel Efficiency and Increase the Use
of Alternative Fuels in Freight and Cargo Movement in the California/Mexico Border Region.
Data source: California Energy Commission

Year released: August 2008

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: This report, which is part of a larger
California Energy Commission project on energy issues in the California/Mexico border region,
discusses opportunities to reduce energy consumption and emissions associated with the movement
of goods across the border. The study includes a description of the transportation infrastructure,
trade patterns, and mode shares in the border region. Opportunities to use alternative and
reformulated fuels and advanced vehicle technologies for highway, rail, marine, and aviation modes
are discussed as well. Information in this study may be of value to account for cross border cargo
flow and define technologies that are appropriate for this unique component of California cargo
traffic.

Limitations: The data presented in this study are specific for the California/Mexico border regional
and may have limited value for the rest of the state.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Marine vessel, railway, and on-road trucks

Data title: Modal Comparison of Domestic Freight Transportation Effects on The General
Public
Data source: Center for Ports and Waterways, Texas Transportation Institute (TTI),

Year released: March 2009

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: This study provides summary data for
a wide range of intermodal components, which can be used to validate assumptions made in the
model. These data elements included, highway truck trailer capacity and fuel efficiencies for
highway trucks and railways.

Limitations: Because the focus is on barge activities - some of the data are not meaningful for
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Marine vessel

Data title: 2005-2006 British Columbia Ocean-Going Vessel Emission Inventory.
Data source: Chamber of Shipping

Year released: January 2007

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: This report presents the results from
the emissions inventory of ocean-going (deep-sea) vessels in B.C.waters, for the period from April 1,
2005 to March 31, 2006. Emission estimates are provided for ten criteria air contaminants and for
greenhouses gases (GHGs). The report also contains a variety of compiled statistics on vessel
behaviour. This study relied on two key data sources: (1) high-resolution Coast Guard VTOSS
Track data with detailed information on vessel location and speed, sampled on a 3-7 minute
interval, (2) survey data on vessel characteristics for each vessel making a port call in B.C. during
the study period. Emissions estimates were compiled for the entire study area, which includes all
inland and territorial waters along the B.C. coast, the US and Canadian portions of the Strait of
Juan de Fuca, and oceanic waters extending 50 nautical miles offshore. There is little data in this
study that would directly relate to California ports, but it does provide information that would be
useful to validate assumptions made in the GIFT model.

Limitations: This study does not include information related to California ports.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Marine vessels

Data title: Ship Emissions Inventory - Mediterranean Sea: Final Report

Data source: CONCAWE (implemented by Entec UK, Limited)

Year released: 2007

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: This emission inventory of marine
vessel activities in the Mediterranean does include containerships. The value of this data set for
GIFT is limited and there are other studies that are more relevant for California, which should be
preferred over this study.

Limitations: This study does not contain information directly related to California intermodal ship
traffic. The emission factors included in this study are similar to those found in other sources.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Marine Vessels

Data title: Allocation and Forecasting of Global Ship Emissions
Data source: Corbett, James; Wang, C.; Winebrake, J.J.; and Green, E.

Year released: January 11, 2007.

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: This report presents global
inventories of emissions from international shipping. The study provides a clear summary of recent
work, evaluates growth in international shipping, includes a spatially allocated global ship emission
inventory (0.1 X 0.1 degree lat/long) and evaluates BAU forecast of fleet energy and emissions
trends. The insight provided in this study can be used in the GIFT model to quantify or validate
eastern trade routes.

Limitations: The projections data presented in this report were developed prior to the current
economic down turn and need to be revised with revised growth projections if needed.

The study also lays out procedures to adjust the ICOADS vessel to address sampling bias, by
trimming over-reported vessels, using multiple year data and by weighting ship observations with
ship installed power.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Marine Vessel

Data title: Air Pollution Emission Inventory Guidebook-2009.

Data source: CORINAIR, European Monitoring and Evaluation Programme / European
Environmental Agency,

Year released: 2009

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: The Guide summarizes recommended
criteria, metal HAPs and PAH emission factors and provides emission reduction for commercially
available control devices.

Limitations: The data in this report is appears to be an aggregation of data provided in the ENTEC
and SEPA marine vessel emission factor studies. The SEPA data is preferred as it provides more
disaggregated emission factors that can be more easily tailored to account for the types of
containerships that operate in California waters.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Marine Vessels

Data title: Quantification of Emissions from Ships Associated with Ship Movements between Ports
in the European Community: Final Report

Data source: European Commission developed by Entec UK Limited

Year released: July 2002

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: This study has been conducted by
Entec UK Ltd on behalf of the European Commission, with sub-consultants IVL of Sweden, to
address the following key tasks:










Quantify ship emissions of SO2, NOx, CO2 and hydrocarbons in the North Sea,
Irish Sea, English Channel, Baltic Sea, Black Sea and Mediterranean, as well as
quantify in-port emissions of these pollutants plus particulate matter;
Determine emissions for all vessels as well as separately for each vessel
type and flag state (Registered in the European Community or outside)
Estimation of the effects of the MARPOL Agreement and additional future
scenarios upon emissions, principally sulphur dioxide and particles, in the North
Sea and Baltic Sea and other European seas;
Undertake a market survey of low sulphur marine distillates; and
Investigate the feasibility of ships storing and using multiple grades of marine
distillates.

The main value of this study for the GIFT model are the emission factors used in this study. The
authors have done an excellent job compiling the most recent test data of marine vessel data and
converting these data into usable emission factors.
Limitations: The SEPA factors appear to be an update and expansion of the EC/Entec factors
which includes metal HAPs, dioxin, HCB, and GHG pollutants and would therefore be preferred.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Marine vessel

Data title: Assessment of Transport Impacts on Climate and Ozone: Shipping, Atmospheric
Environment

Data source: Eyring, V., I. S. A. Isaksen, et al.

Year released: 2009 (in press)

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: This study presents an assessment of
the contribution of gaseous and particulate emissions from oceangoing shipping to anthropogenic
emissions and air quality. Using the global temperature change potential (GTP) metric indicates
that after 50 years, the net global mean effect of current emissions is close to zero through
cancellation of warming by CO2 and cooling by sulfate and nitrogen oxides. The study includes a
variety useful data about fuel consumption that can be used to calibrate the model or QA the
models fuel consumption data.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Marine vessels

Data title: Lloyd’s Registry of Ships

Data source: Fairplay

Year released: 2009 (updated quarterly)

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: Lloyds printed the first Register of
Ships in 1764 in order to give both underwriters and merchants an idea of the condition of the
vessels they insured and chartered: Since 1880, the Register, with information on all sea-going, selfpropelled merchant ships of 100 gross tonnes or greater. Currently the registry is updated quarterly
by the joint venture company of Lloyd's Register - Fairplay which was formed in July 2001 by the
merger of Lloyd's Register's Maritime Information Publishing Group and Prime Publications
Limited. The registry provides vessel specific characteristics data including: IMO identification
number, call sign, vessel type, draft, length, dead weight tonnage, net tonnage, propulsion and
auxiliary engine type, engine kW rating, stroke, cylinder diameter, engine speed, vessel maximum
speed, etc. Individual vessels identified by AIS or US ACE entrance and clearance data can be
linked to Lloyds data based on the vessels IMO numbers. Many of the other data elements (i.e.,
fuel type, propulsion and auxiliary engine type, engine kW rating, and engine speed) are critical for
developing vessel specific emission factors using data sources such as SEPA. The cylinder volume
can be calculated using the engine stroke and cylinder diameter, in order to determine which EPA
regulatory group the vessel is associated with.

Limitations: Some of the data fields related to auxiliary engines is not well populated, and
surrogates would have to be developed to fill missing data.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Marine vessels

Data title: A Comparative Evaluation of Greenhouse Gas Emission Reduction Strategies for the
Maritime Shipping and Aviation Sectors.

Data source: Hansen, Mark; Smirti, M.; and Zou, B.,

Year released: July 27, 2008

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: This study provides a useful summary
of strategies which can control GHG emissions from marine vessels. These strategies can be
incorporated in to the GIFT model to evaluate the air quality impacts of different control scenarios
relative to changes in traffic patterns.

Limitations: The control options evaluated in this study needed to be evaluated to identify those that
specifically relate to the types of containerships that frequent California ports.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: On-road trucking

Data title: Supply Chain Bottlenecks: Border Crossing Inefficiencies between Mexico and the United
States; International Journal of Transport Economics XXXI(No.2).

Data source: Haralambides, H. E. and Londono-Kent, M. P.

Year released: 2004

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: This study provides detailed insight
into the process of moving cargo across the California/Mexico border. Such information can be
incorporated into the GIFT model to quantify delays at the border.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Marine Vessels

Data title: Updated Study on Greenhouse Gas Emissions from Ships: Final Report Covering Phase 1
and Phase 2

Data source: International Maritime Organization (IMO)

Year released: 9 April 2009

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: This study provides estimates of
present and future emissions from shipping. Emissions from water-borne navigation into two
primary categories: domestic and international, where “international waterborne navigation” is
defined as navigation between ports of different countries. Emission estimates from domestic
shipping and emissions from fishing are also included in this report. The study addresses
greenhouse gases (CO2, CH4, N2O, HFCs, PFCs, SF6) and other relevant substances (NOx,
NMVOC, CO, PM, SOx) that are defined in the terms of reference for this study. Annual
inventories of emissions of greenhouse gases and other relevant emissions are provided for the
study period of 1990 to 2007. The report also included an analysis of the progress in reducing
emissions from shipping through implementation of MARPOL Annex VI. An analysis of technical
and operational measures to reduce emissions in also include in this report along with analysis of
policy options to reduce emissions. Scenarios for future emissions from international shipping are
also evaluated in this study. There is also a section of the report that analysis the effect of emissions
from shipping on the global climate. Lastly the study provides a comparison of the energy
efficiency and CO2 efficiency of shipping compared to other modes of transport. The GHG and
criteria emission factors presented in this report are the most comprehensive and update and
should be used directly in the GIFT model.

Limitations: Some of the emission factor data is aggregated and does not account for containerships
that operate in California state waters. In order to develop a comprehensive data set of emission
factors, data from other studies will be needed to supplement the IMO emission factors for missing
pollutants.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Marine Vessels

Data title: Particulate emissions from commercial shipping: Chemical, physical, and optical
properties. J. Geophys. Res. 114(D00F04).

Data source: Lack, D. A., J. J. Corbett, et al.

Year released: 25 February 2009

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: This study characterizes particulate
emissions on the basis of chemical, physical, and optical properties from commercial vessels.
Observations during the Texas Air Quality Study/Gulf of Mexico Atmospheric Composition and
Climate Study 2006 field campaign provide chemical and physical characteristics including sulfate
(SO4 2−) mass, organic matter (OM) mass, black carbon (BC) mass, particulate matter (PM) mass,
number concentrations (condensation nuclei (CN) > 5 nm), and cloud condensation nuclei (CCN).
The emission factors provided in this study should be evaluated for inclusion into the GIFT model.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Marine Vessels

Data title: The effect of Mg-based additive on aerosol characteristics in medium-speed diesel engines
operating with residual fuel oils; Journal of Aerosol Science 33: 967-981.

Data source: Lyyranen, J., J. Jokiniemi, et al.

Year released: 2002.

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: In this study aerosol measurements
were carried out to determine particle formation and characteristics produced in a 4-stroke, turbocharged 1 MW diesel engine operating with high ash-content heavy fuel oil with and without a Mgbased additive. The primary particles were formed by nucleation of the volatilized fuel oil ash
species that further grew by condensation and agglomeration. The 10 μm mode particles were
mainly re-entrained from deposits and fuel residue particles of different sizes. Fractionated PM
emission factors provided in this study should be evaluated for inclusion into the GIFT model.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Marine Vessels

Data title: Particle Formation in Medium Speed Diesel Engines Operating With Heavy Fuel Oils;
Journal of Aerosol Science 29(Supplement 1): S1003-S1004

Data source: Lyyranen, J., J. Jokiniemi, et al.

Year released: 1998.

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: Aerosol measurements were carried
out in this study of medium-speed diesel engines to determine the aerosol characteristics and
formation in four-stroke diesel engines equipped with turbocharger(s) burning heavy fuel and high
ash-content heavy fuel oil. The main effect on the aerosol size distributions was caused by the
engine type and fuel oil properties. Fractionated PM emission factors provided in this study should
be evaluated for inclusion into the GIFT model.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Marine Vessel

Data title: Comprehensive Simultaneous Shipboard and Airborne Characterization of Exhaust from a
Modern Container Ship at Sea; Environmental Science and Technology,

Data source: Murphy, Shane M.; Agrawal, Harshit; Sorooshian, Armin; Padr, Luz T.; Gates,
Harmony; Hersey, Scott; Welch, W.A.; Jung , H.; Miller, J. W.; Cocker, David R. III; Nenes,
Athanasios; Jonsson , Haflidi H.; Flagan, Richard C. and Seinfeld, John H.

Year released: February 4, 2009

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: This report focused on the chemical
composition of particulate ship emissions. Emissions testing was implemented on the main
propulsion engine of a Post-Panamax class container ship cruising off the central coast of
California and burning heavy fuel oil. The mass spectrum of the organic fraction of the exhaust
aerosol strongly resembled emissions from other diesel sources and appeared to be predominantly
hydrocarbon-like organic (HOA) material. Emission test results provided in this study should be
evaluated for inclusion into the GIFT model.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Marine vessels

Data title: The present State of Marine Transports and Environmental Countermeasures in Japan;
OECD/ITF Global Forum on Sustainable Development: Transportation and Environment in
Globalizing World.

Data source: Okada, Hiroshi

Year released: November 22, 2008.

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: This presentation included a selection
of control technologies being implemented or being considered for implementation to address ship
emissions in Japan. The technologies presented in this study would be appropriate for California
marine vessel activities. This information could be included in the GIFT model to evaluate the air
quality impact of different control scenerios.

Limitations: Some of the options presented here do not relate specifically to container ships, and the
observations noted in this presentation may have to be evaluated for California ports and container
ships that operate in California waters.

This assessment evaluated individual control technologies, additional research will be needed to
account for emission impacts of application of multiple control technologies.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Marine Vessels

Data title: Exploring a Green Alternative for Container Transport, Presented to the Port of Los
Angeles Harbor Commission.

Data source: Roop, S. and Lavish, J.

Year released: 2006

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: This presentation includes a variety of
control options specific to the Port of Los Angeles which could be included in the model to evaluate
air quality impacts of different control scenarios.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Marine vessels

Data title: Swedish Methodology for Environmental Data, Methodology for Calculating Emissions
from Ships

Data source: Swedish Environmental Protection Agency (SEPA)

Year released: 2 February 2004

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: This report derived emission factors
for ships (> 100 Gross Register Tonnage). The study has focused on 28 different air pollutants,
where the emission factors have been proposed as a function of engine and fuel type. For year 2002,
the factors cover three operational modes (“at sea”, “maneuvering” and “in port”) and thereby
take into account main engine and auxiliary engine emissions. In order to obtain representative
and up-to-date emission factors for this application, “in-house” emission data and also published
literature emission factor databases were assessed. Thus emission factors were derived from a
database consisting of exhaust measurements from 62 ships involving 180 marine engines. The
emission factors have been weighted to account for the proportion of the fleet using exhaust gas
cleaning measures, age factors for fuel consumption and increased use of low-sulphur fuels. Since
the number of measurement data available for the different pollutant emission factors varies
considerably, an attempt was made to classify the factors after estimated uncertainty.

Limitations: These factors should be supplemented with more recently developed factors discussed
in this report; specifically speciated PM factors.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category:

Data title: Evaluation of Low Sulfur Fuel Availability- Pacific Rim.

Data source: Starcrest for the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach

Year released: July 2005.

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: This report evaluates the availability
of lower sulfur fuels use in containerships calling on the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach, as
well as operational issues, emissions benefits, and emission reduction costs associated with their use.
Data in this study should be evaluated to better estimate the sulfur concentration of the fuel
currently used by containerships that visit California ports to ensure that GIFT mode provides the
most accurate sulfur emission estimates. The report also discusses the availability in the pacific of
low sulfur fuels. This information is critical in order to adjust the sulfur emission in the model to
better reflect compliance with international SECA regulations. Fuel sulfur concentration is also
import in evaluating different control scenarios as high sulfur fuels can poison catalytic system.

Limitations: The data in this study is helpful to evaluate potential sulfur levels of fuel, but given the
international nature of global cargo shipments and fuel cost constraints it is sometimes very
difficult to predict fuel sulfur levels. It is recommended that this study we reviewed along with
EPA fuel usage studies developed by RTI for the EPA's recent Category 3 vessel regulations.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Marine Vessels

Data title: Waterborne Commerce Statistics Center.

Data source: U.S. Army Corp of Engineers

Year released: 2009

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: The Waterborne Commerce Statistics
Center's standard publications, Waterborne Commerce of the United States. Domestic and foreign
vessel trips and tonnages by commodity for ports and waterways are covered in the Report.
Foreign waterborne commerce between the U.S. and foreign countries are summarized by U.S.
port, foreign port, foreign country, commodity group, and tonnage. Data summaries include origin
to destination information of foreign and domestic waterborne cargo movements by region and
state, and also waterborne tonnage for principal ports and state and territories. Internal waterway
tonnage indicators are updated monthly on the NDC website. The report is issued in five parts (one
to cover each coast and a national summary). Also available is The Public Domain Database which
contains aggregated information of foreign and domestic waterborne cargo movements.
Transportation Lines of the United States contains listings of domestic vessel operators, details
their equipment and references their service areas. Most data are available in both hard copy and
electronic form. Specialized data processing requests are considered on a case-by-case basis and are
charged accordingly

Limitations: At this time, the Army Corps of Engineers are initiating a new electronic system of
reporting system and there may be delays in getting 2009 data.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Marine vessel, railway, and on-road trucking

Data title: National Energy Modeling System. Annual Energy Outlook 2008: Report #:DOE/EIA0383

Data source: U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration

Year released: April 2009.

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: The Annual Energy Outlook 2009
(AEO2009) presents projections and analysis of US energy supply, demand, and prices through
2030. The projections are based on results from the Energy Information Administration's National
Energy Modeling System. The AEO2009 includes the reference case which was updated this spring
to reflect the provisions of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) that were
enacted in mid-February 2009. The need to develop an updated reference case following the
passage of ARRA also provided the Energy Information Administration (EIA) with an opportunity
to update the macroeconomic outlook for the United States and global economies, which has been
changing at an unusually rapid rate in recent months. These data can be used in the GIFT model to
project future fuel demand and baseline control scenerios.

Limitations: It should be noted that the data included in the AEO is national level data and may not
reflect projected fuel demand or control levels specifically for California.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: On-road trucking, rail and marine vessel traffic

Data title: Transborder Freight Data.

Data source: U.S. Department of Transportation, Bureau of Transportation Statistics.

Year released: Retrieved June, 2007

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: The North American Transborder
Freight Database, has been available since April 1993, and contains freight flow data by commodity
type and by mode of transportation (rail, truck, pipeline, air, vessel, and other) for U.S. exports to
and imports from Canada and Mexico. The database includes two sets of tables; one is commodity
based while the other provides geographic detail. The purpose of the database is to provide
transportation information on North American trade flows. This type of information is being used
to monitor freight flows and changes to these since the signing of the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA) by the United States, Canada and Mexico in December 1992 and its entry into
force on January 1, 1994. The database is also being used for trade corridor studies, transportation
infrastructure planning, marketing and logistics plans and other purposes. These data, specifically
the Mexico/California data should be evaluated for incorporation into the GIFT model, this would
allow the users to analyze cross-border movement of merchandise by all land modes and
waterborne vessels.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Marine vessels

Data title: Final Regulatory Support Document: Control of Emissions from New Marine
Compression-Ignition Engines at or above 30 Liters per Cylinder, EPA420-R-03-004.

Data source: United States Environmental Protection Agency (2003),

Year released: January 2003.

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: This document includes multiple
other studies that quantify large vessel operations including underway and in-port activities, fuel
usage, and emissions. The studies disaggregate vessel types to include containerships relative to five
different dead weight tonnage size categories. There is a lot of information in this study that can be
used directly in the model to gap fill missing data or as a reference point to quality check data used
to populate the model.

Limitations: These documents primarily focus on national level activity, though California ports are
specifically included in the in- and near- port components of this study; care should be taken in
extrapolating the national data to represent California vessels and activities. Because the data is
presented in a disaggregated format, it is possible to extract data appropriate for California.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: On-road trucking

Data title: Onroad Mobile Sources T6/T7 Heavy Duty Diesel Emission Factors for Calendar Year
2020

Data source: EMFAC 2009, Version 2.50.7a (EMFAC 2009)

Year released: 2009

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: The Emission FACtors (EMFAC)
model is developed by the California Air Resources Board and used to calculate emission rates at
the state, air district, air basin, or county level from on-road motor vehicles. EMFAC models six
criteria pollutants (CO, NOx, TOG, SOx, Lead, and PM (either as PM2.5 or PM10); six priority
mobile source air toxics (benzene, 1,3-butadiene, acetaldehyde, formaldehyde, acrolein, DPM) and
CO2 emission factors. Emissions are calculated for twenty one different vehicles classes comprised
of passenger cars, various types of trucks and buses, motorcycles, and motor homes. EMFAC
contains default vehicle activity data, and the option of modifying that data, so it can be used to
estimate a motor vehicle emission inventory in tons/day for a specific year, month, or season, and as
a function of ambient temperature, relative humidity, vehicle population, mileage accrual, miles of
travel and speeds. EMFAC2009 includes new data and methodologies regarding calculation of
motor vehicle emissions and revisions to implementation data for control measures. EMFAC2009
includes updated data supporting new emission factors and speed correction factors for estimating
emissions from heavy-heavy duty diesel trucks. The model includes modifications to the algorithms
for inspection and maintenance as well as corrections for heavy-duty truck gas cap benefits from
the inspection and maintenance program. Impacts of ethanol permeation and updates to fuel
correction factors are included as well as revisions to particulate brake wear emissions.
EMFAC2007 incorporates new temperature and humidity profiles. In addition to these changes,
which impact emission factors for each area in California, EMFAC incorporates new mileage
accrual rates and speed distributions, a redistribution of heavy-duty diesel truck vehicle miles
traveled (VMT) and updated VMT for all vehicle classes.

Limitations: The Air Resource Board has not approved EMFAC 2009 for public release. ARB will
be revising the EMFAC later this year, at which time updated factors can be provided.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Marine vessels

Data title: International Maritime Organization Adopts Program to Control Emissions from
Oceangoing Vessels, EPA-420-F-08-033.

Data source: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

Year released: October 2008

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: Currently the EPA is proposing rules
that would comply with the IMO's Sulfur Emission Control Area (specifically regulations 13 and 14
and Appendix III of MARPOL Annex VI). It is important to track these developments to insure
that the GIFT model accounts for the implementation of these fuel emission standards guidelines.

Limitations: Currently the EPA is setting forth a proposal to designate as an Emission Control Area
specific portions of the coastal waters of the United States and Canada, in accordance with
MARPOL Annex VI. Until the rule is promulgated, it is difficult to anticipate how this may affect
containerships operating in California waters.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Marine vessels

Data title: Boosting Energy Efficiency, Energy Efficiency Catalogue, Ship Power Research and
Development.

Data source: Wartsila

Year released: February 3, 2009.

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: Wartsila is one of the largest ship
manufacturing firms in the world and this presentation provides a comprehensive summary of
available and near-future marine control options. The presentation is provided in a format to
clearly identify those technologies that apply to containerships. The fuel and emission reductions
noted in the presentation can be applied to the GIFT model to evaluate the impact of different
control scenarios.

Limitations: This assessment evaluated individual control technologies, additional research will be
needed to account for emission impacts of application of multiple control technologies.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: Marine vessels

Data title: Energy Use and Emissions from Marine Vessels: A Total Fuel Life Cycle Approach.
Journal of the Air and Waste Management Association 2007, 57, 102-110.

Data source: Winebrake, J. J.; Corbett, J. J.; Meyer, P.,

Year released: 2007

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: This study described the Total Energy
& Emissions Analysis for Marine Systems (TEAMS) model. TEAMS can be used to analyze total
fuel life cycle emissions and energy use from marine vessels. TEAMS captures "well-to-hull"
emissions, that is, emissions along the entire fuel pathway, including extraction, processing,
distribution, and use in vessels. TEAMS conducts analyses for six fuel pathways: (1) petroleum to
residual oil, (2) petroleum to conventional diesel, (3) petroleum to low-sulfur diesel, (4) natural gas
to compressed natural gas, (5) natural gas to Fischer-Tropsch diesel, and (6) soybeans to biodiesel.
TEAMS calculates total fuel-cycle emissions of three greenhouse gases (carbon dioxide, nitrous
oxide, and methane) and five criteria pollutants (volatile organic compounds, carbon monoxide,
nitrogen oxides, particulate matter with aerodynamic diameters of 10 μm or less, and sulfur
oxides). TEAMS also calculates total energy consumption, fossil fuel consumption, and petroleum
consumption associated with each of its six fuel cycles. TEAMS can be used to study emissions from
a variety of user-defined vessels. This paper provides example modeling results for three case
studies using alternative fuels including a container ship. TEAMS data could be incorporated in
the GIFT model to adjust the emissions factors to account for upstream emissions associated with
the different fuel marine vessel used. The inclusion of such data would allow for a more
comprehensive air quality impact assessment of different control strategies.
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Data Summary Sheets
General data category: On-road trucking

Data title: MOVES Versus EMFAC: Comparison of Greenhouse Gas Emissions Using Los Angeles
County

Data source: Bai, Song; Eisinger, Douglas S; and Niemeier, Debbie

Year released: 2009

Brief summary of the value of the data for the Cal GIFT Model: The U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency is developing a new generation emission model, MOVES (Motor Vehicle Emission
Simulator), to replace MOBILE6. MOVES changes the basis for mobile source emissions
estimation from average speed to modal activity. This study examines differences in features,
methods, and results between MOVES and EMFAC. Using a Los Angeles County, California
application; two greenhouse gases, carbon dioxide (CO2) and methane (CH4); and two analysis
years, 2002 and 2030 were considered. At the county level, for 2002 MOVES produced similar CO2
emissions, but only 42% of the CH4 emissions estimated by EMFAC; for 2030, MOVES produced
40% higher CO2 emissions and CH4 emissions were nearly double the estimates provided by
EMFAC. Important contributing factors to these differences are the activity data and emission
rates embedded in MOVES. The default vehicle activities indicated a younger fleet and higher miles
traveled for light-duty trucks by 2030. The CO2 emissions differences between the two models
appear to be mainly affected by the magnitude of forecasted vehicle miles traveled; CH4 emissions
results tended to be most effected by the emission rates. EPA considers the underlying MOVES
database for CO2 and CH4 emissions to be a draft and emissions results will likely change with
upcoming model releases. Such studies further re-enforce the position that EMFAC data should be
used in the GIFT model.
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APPENDIX B: Using the Model in Case Study
This appendix describes how to use the model in a case study. It describes specific steps to configure the
model, determine freight flow based on differing optimization settings, and example results.

How to Run a Multiple OD-Pair Route Analysis in ArcGIS Network Analyst
The model uses ArcGIS Network Analyst to solve routing problems for OD pairs across a multi-modal
network and provides solutions as polyline features (routes). The resulting route solutions are represented
by single polylines that include, for example, total time and total distance attributes associated with
specific OD pairs but do not include the time and/or distance traveled on any given mode. By default,
there is no way to determine how much of a solved route was traveled by ship, rail or road, which is
crucial to understanding and assessing route solutions. To address this shortcoming, separate time and
distance fields were added to the network dataset for each of the component feature classes and modes of
transportation. The following fields were added to the eleven feature classes making up the network.











Rail_Miles
Rail_Kilometers
Rail_Hours
Ship_Miles
Ship_Kilometers
Ship_Hours
Road_Miles
Road_Kilometers
Road_Hours

The network dataset was then re-constructed adding the above fields as additional evaluator attributes to
be accumulated when routes are solved. Using the enhanced network, time and distances are accumulated
by mode for route solutions. The resulting routes have nine additional fields representing the
accumulated time and distance traveled for each mode for all segments traversed by a given route.
Summing the time and distance of each mode equals the total time and distance of the route.
The enhanced network provides total time and distance for each mode which collectively make up a
specific route solution allowing for quick identification of the modes making up a route and their
associated time and distance.
Further processing is required to determine the specific locations where any given mode is traversed and
where mode changes occur. The solution developed to create unique IDs for each network segment for
the dissolve process described below also allows for the mode of each segment to be identified by a
numeric code contained in the DissolveID, making it possible to identify the mode of each segment
making up a route. Thus, the DissolveID can be used to create visual representations of the modes
traveled by any given route.

Importing Multiple OD Sets into Network Analyst (METHOD 1)
We have developed two ways of importing lists of OD points for use in Network Analyst. The first
involves creating an Excel spreadsheet with the following fields for each origin port.
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Name

Lat

Long

RouteName

Sequence

PORT OF LONG BEACH

33.7395700

118.2095000

Albany_Schenectady_Amsterdam NY
CSA

1

Albany_Schenectady_Amsterdam NY
CSA

42.6427100

-73.7481600

Albany_Schenectady_Amsterdam NY
CSA

2

PORT OF LONG BEACH

33.7395700

118.2095000

Anchorage_Alaska

1

Anchorage_Alaska

61.2224600

149.8879300

Anchorage_Alaska

2

PORT OF LONG BEACH

33.7395700

118.2095000

Arkansas_Little Rock

1

Arkansas_Little Rock

34.6900700

-92.3261700

Arkansas_Little Rock

2

Within ArcGIS, click on Tools-Add XY Data to create an events theme of the OD Point data





Navigate to your Excel file and select the correct spreadsheet
X and Y fields should load correctly (LONG and LAT)
Edit the Coordinate System – Select – Geographic Coordinate System – North America – North
American Datum 1983 (or whatever your XY coordinate units are)
Click OK

Select OK again to acknowledge the pop-up message. To create a shapefile or feature class from this
events theme, right click and choose data export.
Activate the Network Analyst extension







Click on Network Analyst – New Route
Open the Network Analyst Window
Right click on Stops
Click Load Locations
Navigate to your XY Events theme (e.g., LALB) – Name and RouteName should fill in
automatically
Click OK

The OD Pairs will load into separate two-point route sets, with the origin port listed first. This will result
in a route originating from the port and ending at the paired destination.

Importing Multiple OD Sets into Network Analyst (METHOD 2)
The second method involves creating separate Excel spreadsheets for origins and destinations with the
following fields for each file.
DESTINATIONS File
Name

ORIGINS File
Lat

Long
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Name

Lat

Long

Albany_Schenectady_Amsterdam NY CSA

42.6427100

-73.7481600

Anchorage_Alaska

61.2224600

-149.8879300

Arkansas_Little Rock

34.6900700

-92.3261700

PORT OF LONG
BEACH

33.7395700 -118.2095000

PORT OF SEATTLE

47.5877110 -122.3592180

PORT OF OAKLAND

37.8215200 -122.3081000

Within ArcGIS, click on Tools-Add XY Data to create an events theme of the OD Point data





Navigate to your Excel file and select the correct spreadsheet
X and Y fields should load correctly (LONG and LAT)
Edit the Coordinate System – Select – Geographic Coordinate System – North America – North
American Datum 1983 (or whatever your XY coordinate units are)
Click OK

Select OK again to acknowledge the pop-up message. Repeat these steps for the other spreadsheet,
resulting in two events themes (origins and destinations). To create shapefiles or feature classes for these
events themes, right click on each and choose data export.
Activate the Network Analyst extension















Click on Network Analyst – New Closest Facility
Open the Network Analyst Window
Right click on Facilities
Click Load Locations
Navigate to your XY Events theme for Origins (e.g., LALB) – Port name should fill in
automatically
Click OK
Right Click on Incidents
Click Load Locations
Navigate to your XY Events theme for Destinations (e.g., Albany_Schenectady_Amsterdam NY
CSA) – Destination name should fill in automatically
Click OK
Right Click on the Closest Facility Layer in the ArcMap Table of Contents
Select Layer Properties
Click the Analysis Settings Tab
Select "Travel From:" as Facility to Incident

Routes will be generated from Facilities (Origins) to Incidents (Destinations) with the resulting route
names including both Origin and Destination in one concatenated field when solved.
Creating Routes Optimizing on Various Impedance Attributes
To run a set of routes, click on the Route Properties icon located in the Network Analyst window






Under the General Tab, change the layer name (e.g. LALB HOURS) and add a description
Under the Analysis Settings Tab, select the impedance attribute (e.g. HOURS)
Under the Accumulation Tab, check the network accumulation attributes you wish to generate
Click Apply and OK
Click the Solve icon in the Network Analysts Toolbar
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NOTE: All GIFT Evaluator parameters are entered via the GIFT cost factor management and calculator
tools except HOURS, KILOMETERS, and MILES. HOURS is an attribute field in each polyline
network features and the DWELL TIME junction features. For linear features, HOURS is calculated by
dividing the MILES attribute by the SPEED attribute for the road, rail, and waterway features. The
transfer facility spoke features (road_spoke, rail_spoke, water_spoke) for the US and Canadian databases
use a default value of one hour to represent a transfer time for switching travel modes. Because the
spokes are simply artificial bridges between the facilities and the transport networks, length is an
unreliable estimate of the distance a TEU must travel if it is transferred from one mode to another at a
facility, so HOURS becomes a constant value, or a facility specific transfer time value if the data are
available. DWELL TIME nodes are assigned HOURS values based on published railroad industry values
for dwell times at each major station, with industry averages used at minor or unreported stations.

By default, a File Geodatabase creates and updates a SHAPE_LENGTH Attribute for each polyline
feature class. With an Equidistant Conic projection, the unit of measure is the meter. KILOMETERS are
calculated by dividing SHAPE_LENGTH by 1000, and MILES are calculated by multiplying
SHAPE_LENGTH by 0.000621371192.

The values used in the SPEED attribute are derived differently for each polyline feature. While the GIFT
cost factor management and calculator allows the user to specify an average speed for a given mode
(which is reported in the TIME attribute), SPEED is entered directly into the feature class database. For
NTAD and Canadian roads, typical or posted speeds for road class are used, based on published
government estimates. Commercial road databases often have “real time” speeds reported, but this
project opted to use the publicly available NTAD database for roads and rail network features. Rail
speeds are a constant value from the literature, since rail companies have not made available GIS
databases with posted or actual speeds. The waterways, derived from the STEEM database from the
University of Delaware, have two speeds – near shore and off shore. A 20 km buffer was used to split
and assign waterway segments the appropriate speed.

Adding in CFS Freight Totals, Weights, and Destination Estimated TEUs
For this type of analysis, the first OD pair import methods works best.









The spread sheet with the port calculations for distributing TEUs to specific destinations is joined
to the stops using the Name attribute field, rather than the RouteName attribute. This prevents
double counting totals by automatically assigning the origin port default values of zero.
Solve for the Routes.
Run the Network Analyst Traversal Result to ArcMap Script (see details in the next section)
Open the Edges attribute table
Join the Edges attribute table (RouteID) with the Routes Attribute Table (ObjectID)
Export edges
Create a unique ID field (DISSOLVEID) for use in a dissolve application (see section Creating
Unique IDs for the Edge Features)
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Add Network Analyst Traversal Result To ArcMap
Since the model generates multiple routes over the network from a single port, it can be difficult to
identify where and how often routes overlap. Including additional origin ports, such as Oakland and
Seattle, further complicates this assessment, since routes originating from those ports will also use some
network segments from the initial port (LALB). Overlapping routes are a possible indicator of transport
volume, congestion, and usage in freight movement. The following script is provided to allow the user to
convert individual routes into segments (edges). The edges can then be combined through the
DISSOLVE command (ArcToolbox – Data Management Tools – Generalization – Dissolve), counting
segments by unique ID to determine how often a given segment of a network is used in the routing
analysis. Knowing freight flow to each destination, multiplied by the number of times a given route
segment is used when moving TEUs from a port to a destination, allows the user to estimate truck counts
and possibly congestion. It also allows the user to accumulate pollutants for a given segment used in
multiple routes.

Script AddNATraversalResultToArcMap.txt (provided by Jay Sandhu, ESRI)

Public Sub AddNATraversalResultToArcMap()
Dim pMxDoc As IMxDocument
Dim pNetworkAnalystExtension As INetworkAnalystExtension
Dim pNALayer As INALayer
Dim pFLayer As IFeatureLayer
Dim pTraversalResultQuery As INATraversalResultQuery
Dim pNATraversalResultEdit As INATraversalResultEdit

Set pMxDoc = ThisDocument
Set pNetworkAnalystExtension = Application.FindExtensionByName("Network Analyst")
Set pNALayer = pNetworkAnalystExtension.NAWindow.ActiveAnalysis
Set pTraversalResultQuery = pNALayer.Context.Result
Set pNATraversalResultEdit = pTraversalResultQuery

'Infer Geometry
pNATraversalResultEdit.InferGeometry "", Nothing, New CancelTracker

'Get the Edges and add as a layer
Set pFLayer = New FeatureLayer
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Set pFLayer.FeatureClass = pTraversalResultQuery.FeatureClass(esriNETEdge)
pFLayer.Name = pFLayer.FeatureClass.AliasName
pMxDoc.FocusMap.AddLayer pFLayer

'Get the Junctions and add as a layer
Set pFLayer = New FeatureLayer
Set pFLayer.FeatureClass = pTraversalResultQuery.FeatureClass(esriNETJunction)
pFLayer.Name = pFLayer.FeatureClass.AliasName
pMxDoc.FocusMap.AddLayer pFLayer
End Sub

To use this script in a network analysis, it needs to be loaded into the map document BEFORE the routes
are solved
 Click Tools – Macros – Visual Basic Editor
 In Visual Basic Editor, click File – Import File
 Navigate to the directory with the script, change file type to allow for All Files and select
AddNATraversalResultToArcMap.txt (note - macro will load but may not display in Visual
Basic Editor)
 Click File – Close and Return to ArcMap
For a previously solved route, simply resolve to load the current OD route analysis into memory
Run the macro on the active route set –




Click Tools-Macros-Macros
Highlight the macro AddNATraversalResultToArcMap
Click Run

The macro will not show a status bar as it runs, but will generate two memory feature class layers when
complete, (junctions and edges). Edges are the routes broken down into simple two-point segment sets
(based on junctions), with new unique IDs for each segment, but retaining the route unique ID as
SOURCEOID and the unique feature layer ID as SOURCEID. These edges are not permanent features
and will be erased once you close the map document, even the map document is saved. To create
permanent features, either in the feature database or as a new shapefile, you will need to export the data.



Right click on the layer you want to export (e.g., Edges)
Select Data – Export Data, navigate to the folder of feature dataset you want to use, and save the
file
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Creating Unique IDs for the Edge Features
Because the network dataset is comprised of different transportation networks, there is an issue involving
the unique IDs generated by the edge extraction of the original route features. Canadian roads and US
roads, for example, each have Object IDs ranging from 1 to n, but are separate features classes.
Therefore, if the dissolve process is used on SOURCEOID attribute in the edges feature class to generate
counts, it is possible to include a count of Canadian road segments with US road segments if both sets
have edges with SOURCEOID values of 5, for example. To generate a truly unique ID to edges within a
given route, a new, unique attribute needs to be created for the dissolve analysis that combines
SOURCEID with SOURCEOID.





Right click on Edges and Open the Attribute Table
On the table, click Options – Add Field
o DISSOLVEID
o Long Integer
o 12
Right click on DISSOLVEID and click Field Calculator
o [SourceID] * 1000000 + [SourceOID]
o OK

DISSOLVEID is now unique and allows the user to know what network feature class a given edge is
from (the first one or two digits) and the unique ObjectID of the original network feature (the last six
digits).

Calculating the Number of Times a Network Segment is Used for a Given Port
Analysis
To create a count statistic for the number of times a given network segment is used in a multiple route
analysis from a port and the number of TEUs that move over a given route segment, run dissolve, making
sure the output name describes the port and impedance attribute used in the network analysis.


ArcToolbox – Data Management Tools – Generalization – Dissolve
o LALB_EDGES_HOURS (the input features)
o LALB_EDGES_HOURS_DISSOLVE (the output features)
o DISSOLVEID (the dissolve field)
o From the Statistics Field dropdown menu, choose DISSOLVEID
o Select COUNT as the Statistics Type
o From the Statistics Field dropdown menu, choose LALB_DTEUs
o Select SUM as the Statistics Type
o Add in other attributes and statistical summaries as desired
o Uncheck the box for multipart features
o Click OK

Use the resulting shapefile to create thematic maps that illustrate route counts and TEU totals by network
segment. The following figures illustrate sample analysis results.
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NTAD GIFT Model Routes from
Los Angeles/Long Beach,
Illustrating Total Route Counts per
Network Segment (Edge)

i.

NTAD LALB HOURS
ROUTE EDGE COUNT
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3. LA-Long Beach total route counts per network
k segment (ed
dge)
Figure 23
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NTAD GIFT Model Routes from
Los Angeles/Long Beach,
Illustrating Total TEUs per
Network Segment (Edge)

i.

NTAD LALB HOURS
ROUTE TEUs
- - 0 - 100,000
100,001 - 500,000
500,001 - 1,000,000

0
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1,000,001 - 5,000,000
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Figure 24
4. LA-Long Beach total TEUs per network segmeent (edge)
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APPENDIX C: Recommended Emissions, Cost and Energy Data Sources
Table 10. Recommended emissions, cost, and energy data sources
Mode

Parameter

On road

Emissions

EMFAC emission factors by California county and
segment vehicle speed (grams of pollutant/mile)

No additional data are required

Cost

California Energy Commission highway fuel cost
assumption ($/gallon)

No additional data are required

Energy

"Burden" mode for EMFAC provides fuel consumption
(gallons) which can be applied to VMT to calculate
miles/gal

No additional data are required

Emissions

Obtain Segment level load factor (notch setting) data
from California Department of Transportation (% of
max) - currently trying to track down these data

National default NOx, PM, HC, SOx and CO2
emission factors from recent (April 2009) EPA
regulatory background documents. These criteria
factors can be speciated into HAP components using
NEI data.(g of pollutants/hp-hr or gal).

Cost

California Energy Commission railway fuel cost
assumption ($/gal)

AEO data can be used as a quality check to insure that
the IMO and CEC data are reasonable, also national
fuel price data provided in the R-1 submittals made by
individual rail companies that operate in the state can
also be used as a check on the railway

Energy

California specific locomotive fuel consumption data are
not readily available

The EPA regulatory background documents noted
above include fuel factors for line-haul, short-haul and
yard locomotives that can be used (gallons of fuel/hphr). Typical line-haul and yard HP ratings can be
obtained from other EPA documents to derive fu

Emissions

Identify containerships that frequent California ports
using army Corps of Engineers Entrance and Clearance
data in conjunction with Lloyds data to quantify vessel
characteristics (kW)

Apply California vessel characteristics data to IMO
GHG factors and SEPA criteria and HAP factors (g of
pollutant/kW-hr) - These baseline emission factors will
be updated with more recent and more specific factors
developed by ARB, CE-CERT, and IVL.

Cost

IMO (inbound vessel) Marine vessel fuel cost adjusted
for California bunkered marine fuel costs as reported by
the California Energy Commission (outbound) ( $/tons
of fuel)

AEO data and fuel price data compiled in support of
recent EPA marine vessel regulations can be used as a
quality check to insure that the IMO and CEC data are
reasonable.

Energy

Identify containerships that frequent California ports
using Army Corps of Engineers Entrance and Clearance
data in conjunction with Lloyds data to quantify vessel
characteristics (kW)

Apply California vessel characteristics data to SEPA
fuel factors (g of fuel/kW-hr)

Emissions

Emission factor data included in the LA/Long Beach
emission inventories.

Other port inventories and studies of port-based nonroad mobile and stationary equipment.

Cost

California Energy Commission marine vessel and
highway fuel cost assumptions

Energy

Energy use data included in the LA/Long Beach
emission inventories or derived from CO2 factors.

Other port inventories and studies of port-based nonroad mobile and stationary equipment.

Emissions

Emission factor data included in the Yard
emission inventories developed for ARB by the
Rail companies that operate in the state

Other rail yard inventories and studies of rail
terminal non-road mobile and stationary
equipment.

Rail

Marine
vessel

Facility
Port

Facility
Rail Yard

California Specific Data
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National / International Default Data

Mode

Facility
Truck
Transfer

Parameter

California Specific Data

National / International Default Data

Cost

California Energy Commission railway and
highway fuel cost assumptions

Energy

Energy use data included in the Yard emission
inventories developed for ARB by the Rail
companies that operate in the state or derived
from CO2 factors.

Other rail yard inventories and studies of rail
terminal non-road mobile and stationary
equipment.

Emissions

Emission factor data included in the truck-stop
emission inventories (sources to be identified).
Use EMFAC emission factors for idling, but will
need typical idling times from other idle reduction
studies.

Other truck yard inventories and studies of truck
terminal non-road mobile and stationary
equipment. Look at Dray Fleet model developed
by TIOGA for Ken Adler at EPA

Cost

California Energy Commission highway fuel cost
assumption

Energy

Energy use data included in the truck-stop
emission inventories or derived from CO2 factors
(sources to be identified) Use EMFAC fuel
consumption factors for idling, but will need
typical idling times from other idle reduction
studies.
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Other truck yard inventories and studies of truck
terminal non-road mobile and stationary
equipment.

APPEN
NDIX D: Validating Intermod
dal Facilitiies
Below is the proceduree for creating a spreadsheett of verified r ail carrier faccilities. Figurre 25 illustrattes
this spread
dsheet and Fiigure 26 illusttrates the faciilities importeed into ArcGIIS as a shapeffile.. This
proceduree can be repeaated as additio
onal facility data becomes available.
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Figure 25
5. Rail carrieer facility sprreadsheet
The spreaadsheet consisst of three fielld names: Maajor Carrier, O bjectID, andd Status





Major Carrier: This attributte represents a list of the d ifferent majoor rail carrierss: BNSF
(B
Burlington No
orthern Santaa Fe), CN (Can
nadian Nationnal), CP (Cannadian Pacificc), CSX, FEC
C
(F
Florida East Coast), KCS (Kansas City Southern), UP
P (Union Paccific), GATX (General
American), TR
RANSFLO (a CSX subsidiiary providingg intermodal transloading)), and NS (Noorfolk
Southern).
ObjectID: Thiis uniquely id
dentifies speciific terminal f acilities and its location.
Sttatus:
o Missin
ng - This statu
us represents facilities thatt are nonexisteent from Gartth_RR3 sourcce
o Not on
n rail spoke - This status reepresents faci lities that are close to but not on the raiil
spoke of the NTAD
D facilities.
o Way off- This statu
us represents facilities from
m the facilitiess file that are marginally off
from NTAD facilitiies.
o Good - This status represents faccilities from thhe facilities file source thaat are linked to the
corresp
ponding NTA
AD facilities and that they are close by to each other..
o “?” - This status rep
presents the facilities
fa
file f acilities in quuestion. Furthher investigatiion is
needed
d.
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6. Facilities spreadsheet as an importted shapefile
Figure 26

Procedure
Import faccilities spreadssheet into ArccGIS as a shaapefile
NTAD US
S Roadway sh
hapefile openeed using ArcG
GIS
Imported facilities and NTAD US FA
ACILITIES laayers are seleected/checkedd
Open Attriibute Table off NTAD US FACILITIES (See Figure 27)
Highlight Name attributte
Sort by Asscending
List all maajor carriers an
nd their respeective ObjectIID
Record thee major carrieers list into thee spreadsheett
For each major carriers in the NTAD
D US FACILIITIES table, pan to the term
minal facilitiees’
location by
y right-clickin
ng on the seleected record (See Figure 288).
10
0. Verify thatt there is a terrminal facility
y from NTAD
D (representedd by yellow dot symbol)
11. Verify if th
here are any facilities listed
d from imporrted facilities (represented by red dot)
12
2. Verify both NTAD and imported faccilities by usinng status attriibutesRecord into the
spreadsheeet
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
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Figure 27
7. Facilities attributes tab
ble
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Figure 28
8. Panning lo
ocation
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Notes:




The status of “Not on rail spoke” is a judgment call where the distance between two terminal
facilities is less than 2 km
The status of “Way off” is a judgment call where the distance between two terminal facilities is
more than 2 km.
The status of “Good” is a judgment call where the distance between two terminal facilities is
within 50 m.

There are a total of approximately 410 major carriers listed from the US NTAD facilities. The status help
give a descriptive analysis between two terminal facilities from two different sources. It is determined that
there are thirty-four facilities that are listed as “Fair”, one-hundred fifteen facilities listed as “Good”,
fifteen facilities listed as “Marginally Off”, two hundred twenty nine facilities listed as “Missing”, and
sixteen facilities listed as “Wrong Carriers”. The status is assigned based on the distance between two
terminal facilities.
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APPENDIX E: Calculating Emissions from First Principles
The emissions obtained through the emissions calculator employed in the model are calculated using
equations derived from the basic principles of physics. These principles involve the energy, materials
content in fuels, engine efficiency etc. This section describes the equations and the associated theory.
The terms utilized in the equations are described below:
Load factor (ξ): This factor is a numerical measure which describes the effective utilization of the output
power of the engine under consideration. It is expressed as a percentage of the full available capacity of
the engine. So, a 0.5 value of the load factor for an engine implies that only 50% of the full available
capacity of the engine is being utilized.
Horse power (hp): The power outputs of the engines are expressed in this standard unit of power.
Engine Efficiency (η): For combustion engines, it is the relationship between the total energy contained
in the fuel, and the amount of energy used to perform useful work. It is expressed as a ratio of the energy
output to the energy input. The value of 0.35 is commonly used for diesel engines.
Horse power hour (hp-hr)/ Kilowatt hour (KWh): These are derived units of energy. An hp-hr
signifies the amount of the work done by an engine rated 1hp in 1 hr. Similarly, a KWh is the amount of
work done by an engine rated 1 KW in 1 hr. Although hp-hr is not an SI unit, it is nevertheless utilized in
various literatures to express the emission factors or emission intensities. Emission intensities are average
emission rate of a given pollutant from a given source relative to the intensity of a specific activity; for
example grams of carbon dioxide released per hp-hr energy produced.
The basic theory in calculating the emissions can be summed up by the following equation:
Emissionpollutant = Activity * Emission Factorpollutant
Thus, the total emissions resulting from an activity can be described by a relation between the intensity of
the activity and the polluting factor for the activity. The units for the emissions are expressed in either
grams/mi or just grams. The units for the emission factors are mostly expressed in grams/hp-hr (and
sometimes in grams/KWh).
Note: The total emissions in the model are also expressed in grams/ TEU-mile or grams/ ton-mile.

Calculation of emissions of CO 2 and SO 2
The emission calculations for carbon dioxide and sulfur utilize the concept of engine efficiency and
materials content in fuels. The following paragraphs describe the procedure in a step-by-step fashion.
CO2 emissions
In order to find the emissions, we first calculate the energy produced by the engine for doing a particular
task e.g. moving goods from point A to point B. We then find out the energy required (input energy) in
terms of gallons of fuel needed to produce the equivalent amount of work. Finally, the knowledge of the
carbon content of the fuel used lets us compute the emissions produced by the burning of the requisite
amount of fuel for the aforementioned task.
The following equation outputs the energy produced in terms of the amount of work done for a particular
task:
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ξ * hpout * (d/v)
where
ξ= load factor for the engine utilized
hpout= horsepower (output) rating of the engine utilized
d=distance traveled in doing the task (in miles)
v=velocity of the equipment used (truck, rail or ship) (in miles per hr)
The resultant unit for the above equation is hp-hr. (Note: 1 hp-hr = 0.746 KWh)
The above equation gives the work done in terms of the output horsepower. This is different from the
input horsepower which is the output horsepower divided by the engine efficiency. Thus, we get the input
horsepower or the input energy by utilizing the following equation:

hpin = hpout / η

where
η= engine efficiency
Once we have the input horsepower, we can convert it to equivalent units of BTUs (British Thermal Units
–> a unit of energy) through the following conversion:
1 hp-hr = 2544 BTUs
On obtaining the total amount of BTUs needed to perform the task, we then calculate the amount of fuel
needed in gallons by using the following equation:
Gallons of fuel = BTUin / energy density of fuel
Note: The energy density of fuel is expressed in terms of BTUs/gallon.
The amount of carbon present in the fuel is given by the mass density (expressed in grams/gallon). Thus,
we get the total amount of carbon burnt (when the fuel is burned) by using the following equation:
Carbon burned (grams)= Amount of fuel used (gallons) * mass density (grams/gallon)
The principles of chemistry state that the molecular weight of carbon is 44 grams/mol of which 27.29%
(12 grams/mol) is composed of carbon and the rest oxygen. In other words, the burning of every 12 grams
of carbon releases 44 grams of carbon dioxide. So, we utilize a conversion factor of 3.67 (=44/12) to
convert the amount of carbon burned into equivalent amount of CO2.
Thus we get the total amount of CO2 generated (in grams) for a particular task, say transporting goods
between two geographic locations.
In order to find the amount of CO2 generated in terms of grams/TEU-mile, we divide the total amount of
CO2 by the product of the total amount of TEUs per load and the distance traveled. A TEU is a twentyfoot-equivalent standardized cargo container. If we know the net weight of the cargo in a single container
in tons, we can calculate the emissions in terms of grams/ton-mile.
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SO2 emissions
The procedure for calculating the sulfur emissions are similar to that for CO2 emission calculations
except for a few minor differences.
The amount of sulfur present in the fuel is usually expressed in ppm( parts per million). In order to
convert ppm to an equivalent percentage amount, the following conversion is used:
1000ppm= 0.1 % (by weight of fuel)
The molecular weight of SO2 is 64 grams/mol of which 50% (32grams/mol) is sulfur. Thus, the burning
of every 32 grams of sulfur produces 64 grams of SO2. So, a conversion factor of 2 (=64/32) is utilized to
convert the amount sulfur burnt into equivalent amounts of SO2.
Calculation of emissions of PM10 and NOx
The resultant emissions for PM10 and NOx are estimated in a different manner. The following equation is
utilized in calculating the total emissions for either PM10 or NOx:
ξ * hpout * (d/v) * emission factor
where
ξ= load factor for the engine utilized
hpout= horsepower (output) rating of the engine utilized
d=distance traveled in doing the task (in miles)
v=velocity of the equipment used (truck, rail or ship) (in miles per hr)
emission factor = average emission rate of a given pollutant from a given source (expressed in grams/hphr )
The resultant unit for the above equation is grams (of either PM10 or NOx).
Note: The emission factors for various modes of transportation (rail, truck, ship) and equipments (RTG
cranes, yard holsters etc) are sourced from various literature.
For finding the emissions in terms of grams/TEU-mile or grams/ton-mile, we follow the same procedure
as used for CO2 and SO2 emissions.
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APPENDIX F: Creation of Origin-Destination Volume Flow Model
As GIFT requires location of the origin and destination pair (O/D pair) in order to generate optimized
routes and the flows of freight in the region, one of the first important steps is to obtain O/D pairs which
reflect the flow of freight for the ports of interest. The Task 3: Model Selection and Modification report
identifies the origination and destination data sources used in the study, based on the Task 2: Data
Compilation.

Origination and Destination Data Sources
The origins and destinations for the routes were sourced from the 2007 Commodity Flow Survey (CFS)
data which is published on the U.S. Census Bureau website (http://factfinder.census.gov). CFS provides a
comprehensive picture of national freight flows which includes estimated shipping volumes (value, tons,
and ton-miles) by commodity and mode of transportation at varying levels of geographic detail (i.e.,
national, state, select MSAs/ CSAs). The CFS is a shipper-based survey, and captures data on shipments
originating from select types of business establishments located in the 50 states and the District of
Columbia. The survey is conducted as a partnership between the Bureau of Transportation Statistics and
the U.S. Census Bureau, on a five-year cycle as a component of the economic census (Bureau of
Transportation Statistics, 2007).
The following characteristics of the data make it an attractive source for freight modeling purposes in the
model:




Only available source of data that provides about 71% of the value and 69% of the tonnage of
freight transported through the highways
Provides estimated shipping volumes (value, tons and ton-miles) by commodity and mode of
transportation at varying levels of geographic detail
CFS data are used as the basis for the Federal Highway Administration’s Freight Analysis
Framework (FAF), a model that displays by mode the movement of goods over the national
transportation network

Figure 29 gives an example of the listing of CFS data for the Los Angeles-Long Beach-Riverside
Combined Statistical Area (CSA). The data lists the dollar value and the tonnage of the total freight flow
from the origin area to the rest of the U.S., along with figures for individual origin and destination pairs,
which include states (as a whole) and select MSAs/ CSAs within those states. There are also entries which
represent areas of the state which are not part of the listed MSAs/ CSAs, and are labeled “Remainder of
(State)” as such.
In some cases, data was suppressed (shown by S in Figure 29), either because of the requirement of
avoiding disclosure of confidential data or because of reasons of poor data quality standards. While
importing CFS data, these entries were assumed to be ‘0’ for all purposes. The entries for the States (as a
whole) were excluded from the final dataset as they represented the totals for the list of MSAs/CSAs
regions and the “Remainder of” regions of the states.
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Geographic Afea Name
I.leaning or Destination geograph1
Los Angeles-Long Beach-Riverside, CA CFS ~rea United Stales
Los ~JlQeles-Lcng Beach-Ril'erside, CA CFS Afea Alabama
Los Angeles-Leng Beach-Ril'erside, CA CFS Afea Birmingham-Hoover-Cullman. Al Combined Statistical ~rea
Los Angeles-Leng Beach-Ril'erside. CA CFS ~rea l.lobile-Daphne-Falmope. AL Combined statistical Area
Los Angeles-Leng Beach-Rr.'l!rslde, CA CFS Afea Remainder orAlabama
Los Angeles-Leng Beach-Ril'l!rside, CA CFS Area Alaska
Los Angeles-Leng Beach-Rr.'Erslde, CA CFS Afea Mzona
Los Angeles-Long Beach-Ril'Erside, CA CFS hea Phoenlx-l.lesa-Scottsdale. AZ l.letopolitan Statistical Area
Los Angeles-Leng Beach-Ril'erslde. CA CFS Area Tucson. 1\2 Uetroporttan Statistical Area
Los i'Jlgeles-Long Beach-Riverside. CA CFS Area Remainder orMzona
Los Angeles-Leng Beach-Rr,erslde, CA CFS Area M<ansas
Los /lngeles-Long Beach-Riverside, CA CFS Area California
Los Angeles-Long Beach-Riverside, CA CFS Afea Los Angeles-Long Beach-Riverside, CA Combined statistical Area
Los Angeles-Leng Beach-Ri'.'l!rside, CA CFS ~rea Sacramenlo-,11/den-Arcade-Tructee. CA-NV Combined statistical f.Jea (C~PartJ
Los Angeles-Leng Beach-Riverside, CA CFS /.!ea San DiegO-CMsbad-San l.larcos CA l.letropolilan Statistical /.!ea
Los Angeles-Long Beach-Riverside. CA CFS Afea San Jose-San Frandsco-Oal<Janc. CA Combined Statistical hea
Los Angeles-Leng Beach-Riverside, CA CFS hea Remainder or Calrtomla
Los Angeles-Long Beach-Riverside, CA CFS Afea Colorado
Los Angeles-Leng Beach-Riverside, CA CFS /.!ea Dell','Er-Aurora-Boulder, CO Combined Statistical Area

Year Value(Smll) Tons (thous)
2007 758,517
421,081
2,817
2007
355
2007
1,010
140
2007
754
s
2007
1,053
88
2007
1,136
49
8,504
2007
24,825
2007
17,929
5.787
2007
2.894
709
2007
4.002
2,008
2007
1.587
260
2007 469.899
368,538
2007 378,196
327.397
2007
7,012
2.739
2007
27.214
11.174
2007
24.783
7.243
2007
32.695
19.985
2007
6,661
1,286
2007
4,871
998

Figure 29
9. CFS data for Los Angeeles - Long Beach Area (S
Source: Com
mmodity Flow
w Survey 20007)

The follow
wing modes of transportatiion are covereed in the survvey: For-Hire Truck, Privaate truck, Rail, Air,
Shallow draft vessel, Deep draft vesssel, Pipeline,, Parcel, U.S. Postal Servicce, or courier, and other annd
unknown modes. For th
his deliverablle, we consideer the total am
mount (tons) of goods movved across all
modes as representativ
ve of the freigh
ht movementt.
The most important feaature of the CFS dataset is that the shippping volumess can be obtaiined at varyinng
levels of geographic deetail. This heelps in creating the listing o f O/D pairs that can be uttilized in the mode
to mode freight
fr
flow em
missions. Thee levels of geo
ographic detaail in the CFS dataset can be broadly
classified into 3 catego
ories: State, Combined Stattistical Area ( CSA), Metroopolitan Statisstical Area (M
MSA),
and Remaainder of Statee (areas of staate outside thee CSA/MSA)). A number of adjacent MSAs, in varioous
combinatiions, can beco
ome part of a new complem
mentary area,, defined as a CSA (Officee of Managem
ment
and Budget, 2000; Uniiv of Iowa). Thus, a State is comprised o f CSA(s) annd/or MSA(s) and the
Remaindeer of State reg
gion. Togetheer, they make up the State a s a whole. Fiigure 30 illusstrates the conncept
of the CFS regions in the context off California. The CFS data defines a totaal of 73 selecct CSAs/MSA
As in a
total of 35
5 states. Each
h of these 35 states also hass a “Remaindeer of State” reegion. The reemaining statees are
y CSAs/MSA
As, as per CFS
S.
not defineed to have any
The CFS provides the freight volum
me between an
n origin regionn located in a CSA/MSA and a destinattion
A/MSA. Theese data were used to buildd a listing of O/D pair regioons which
region loccated in a CSA
representeed freight flow
ws. In the mo
odel evaluation task, we cooncentrated onn the three maajor ports on the
west coast represented by the follow
wing CSAs:
 San Jose-San Francisco-Oak
kland, CA Co
ombined Statiistical Area
Long Beach-R
Riverside, CA
A Combined S tatistical Areea
 Los Angeles-L
 Seattle-Tacom
ma-Olympia, WA Combined Statistical A rea
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Figure 30
The focuss in this projecct is on modeeling the contaainerized freight traffic gennerating from
m the ports. Thhe
aforementtioned ports were considerred as they haandle a major portion of the total containner traffic in the
U.S. Tog
gether, the threee port region
ns of Los Ang
geles-Long Beach, Oaklannd, and Seattlee-Tacoma
accounted
d for 52 perceent of the totall container im
mports in the U .S. for 20088 (See Figure 31).

Port Container Statistics
The otherr important daataset was thee container traaffic for the thhree ports of interest. Sincee CFS does not
ontainer traffiic, a separate data source was needed too account for the
provide frreight figures specific to co
he ports. For this, we utilizzed the data available from
m the Waterboorne
container freight that originated at th
Commercce Statistics Center (WCSC
C), maintained
d by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineerss (USACE).
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Figure 31
1. Top 25 Container Ports 2008 (Sourrce: BTS, U.S
S. DoT)

Table 11 shows the forrmat of the information thaat was obtaineed from the W CSC (U.S. Census Bureaau,
2009; US Army Corps of Engineerss). The data in
ncludes contaainer traffic (inn TEUs) handdled at the poorts
and the vo
olume of carg
go (in tons) haandled at the ports. Since t he focus was on modelingg the port
generated
d traffic (outbo
ound traffic from
fr
the portss to the U.S. mainland), wee took into account the
he foreign inbo
ound receiptss when calculaating the totaal outbound
domestic outbound shipment and th
container traffic from the ports to th
he U.S. mainlaand. To faciliitate understan
anding the term
minology useed by
the WCSC
C (US Army Corps of Eng
gineers, 2008)) are listed below:



Domestic Outb
bound/ Domeestic Shipmen
nt: Traffic movving from onne location to another (withhin
th
he contiguouss and non-con
ntiguous statess and territoriies of the U.S
S.) where the origin is withhin the
lim
mits of the su
ubject port.
Foreign Inboun
nd/ Foreign Receipt: Inbou
und merchanddise originatinng in foreign countries andd
arrriving by maarine vessel fo
or direct U.S. consumptionn and entries into custom bonded storagge and
manufacturing
g warehouses.
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Table 11.. West Coastt Port Statisttics (Source: USACE)
Table 1051 . Selected U.S. Ports/Waterways by Container T~af"fic: 2007

(A)

Pore/wae~rway na1te
Rank

Long Beach, CA
Los Angele•, CA
Oakland , C1,.
Seattle, WA
Tacoma, WA

outbound
loaded
1' 000 TEOsl
265 . 3

E'orugn
Inbound
loaded
l ' 000 TEO•>
3, 540 .5

0

4,141.3

165. 7
160 . 1
238 . 7

769.4
708 . 6
113 . 4

Domeseic

2
6

7
8

Toeal
outbound
loaded
( ' 000 TEOsl
3,805.8
4,141. 3
935.1
868. 7
952.1

(B)

:"o'tal

outbound Tons per TEO

Domestic
.5h.ip:t.ent

Foreign
Receipt

Sb.ip:t.ent

(cons)
2,869 , 556
2, 310,236
1, 123,035
2,043,829
2, 750,117

(cons)
49 , 706 , 082
40 , %6,056
6,317,303
9, 51 , 764
6, 845 , 029

(cons)
52, 575 ,6 38
42 , 116,294
7,440 , 338
11 , 555 , 593
9,595,146

IAvg tons/TEO

Source: U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, "U.S.

(B/A)

13.8144926
10. 32324458
7.957095664
13.30 7848
10.077654
11.09505433!

Waterborne Container Traffic for U.S. Port/Woterway in 2007" .
[A ~EOS .1.~ a ~ea~u~e of containe=.1.zed cargo capacity equal to

standard 20 ' 0foot length cy S ' Ofooc w1dch by 8 ' 0foot 6'01noh heighc con:ainer]

To get a measure of thee total port-geenerated trafffic, we summeed up the totaal domestic ouutbound loadeed
ound loaded containers.
containerss and the total foreign inbo
Another in
nput value that was deriveed from the USACE data w as the averagge tons per TE
EU. This estim
mate
was utilized in the emissions calculaator. It was caalculated by d ividing the tootal outboundd shipment inn tons
by the totaal outbound shipment in TEUs for each
h port of intereest and then averaging acrross the ports. The
mean tonss per TEU waas estimated to
o be ~ 11 ton
ns. For simpliccity we assum
med the average weight of cargo
in a TEU to be 10 tons. This can bee adjusted for final case stuudy definitionn.
Note: Thee CFS freight figures and th
he statistics from
fr
WCSC w ere the best available data that we couuld
find for ou
ur purpose. Itt is to be emph
hasized that the model is d ata-neutral. The methodollogy that is
described in the follow
wing section can be replicatted for a comp
mparable sourcce of data.

Obtaining the Freight Distrii bution
In creating
g the database of the origin
n-destination pairs that reppresent contaiiner freight flow, the first step
involved was to calculaate the distrib
bution of freig
ght tonnage ass per the CFS
S figures. Thee rationale waas to
estimate how freight geets distributed
d from the oriigins of intereest – the threee west coast port regions – to
the rest off the U.S. Thee distribution of freight waas obtained ass a percent of the total tonnnage moving out of
the port reegion to the different regio
ons of the U.S
S. as defined b y CFS. The estimation off the freight
on used of thee following eq
quation:
distributio
∙ 100

∑
Equation
n2
Where,

= Origin (porrt region)
= Destination
n (MSA/CSA
A, Remainder of State etc)
= Freight fllow from to (as percent of total freigght flow from to all )
= Tons of freight flow
w from to (as obtained from CFS)
an
nd
= 1, 2, 3 (for the three port regions)
…,123 for each
h
= 1, 2, 3, 4,…
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here were a tootal of 123 deestinations forr each origin (port)
As illustraated by the paarameters of Equation 2, th
region of interest. Thesse 123 destinaations includeed the MSA/C
CSA regions and the Remaainder of State
regions ass defined in th
he CFS dataseet, and the Staates for whichh there were no defined CS
SAs/MSAs. A
total of 12
23 O/D pairs were identifieed from the CFS dataset. N ote that this figure is less than the num
mber
of defined
d CFS regionss. The reason
n for this diffeerence can bee attributed to the exclusionn of the state level
hose states wh
hich were deffined to have a CSA/MSA and a ‘Remaainder of’ regiion. The ratioonale
data for th
for this ex
xclusion was to eliminate any extraneou
us data as the tonnage figurres for the staate level data were
just the to
otal of the tonn
nage figures for the MSAss/CSAs and R emainder reggions of the sttate.
The freigh
ht distribution
n, as obtained
d through Equ
uation 2 for eaach of the threee port regionns, was then
tabulated in a Microsofft Excel file along with thee list of the O//D pairs. Thee freight distrribution was
helpful in
n visualizing how freight moves in the geospatial conntext. For exam
mple, Figure 32 shows thee
freight disstribution obtained for the origin region
n of Los Angeeles-Long Beaach-Riversidee CSA. As caan be
m the map the majority (~87
7%) of the freeight originatting from the region movess within the reegion
seen from
itself and to destination
ns located witthin the state of Californiaa. Less than 15 % of the tottal freight
originatin
ng from the Lo
os Angeles-Long Beach-R
Riverside CSA
A moves to locations outsidde of Californnia.
Such an observation is in accordancce with the graavity model o f freight trannsport i.e. freiight volume
between an O/D pair iss inversely rellated to the diistance betweeen the O/D pair.
Freight Distribution for LA-LB-Riverside Origin Region

Legend
Freight DisOibution (In peroenl)

TonPcl
-

O'l,-025'1,

•

47n.-n,s,.

13Hio•'7'5,r.

•- =-•oo-.0=200
,____-====000
400
- ---000"'"
Figure 32
2. CFS Freig
ght Distribution for LA/L
LB
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Accounting for the “Remainder” regions of the States
In order to provide a better geographical resolution, multiple destinations were represented within the
‘Remainder of’ regions in the 35 states as listed in the CFS dataset. These additional destinations
numbered either 2 or 3 for the each of the states and represent other major metropolitan areas within the
state not captured by the CSA regions. In splitting the remainder region of a state into multiple
destinations, the tonnage figures for the region (as obtained from CFS) were distributed evenly among the
derivative destinations. To illustrate the concept, consider the ‘Remainder of Arizona’ region. A total of
two destinations were chosen within this region – ‘Remainder of Arizona 1’ and ‘Remainder of Arizona
2’. Thus, we have
 Tonnage for Remainder of Arizona = 2,008 tons
 Tonnage for Remainder of Arizona 1 = 2,008 / 2 = 1,004 tons
 Tonnage for Remainder of Arizona 2 = 2,008 / 2 = 1,004 tons
For a region with 3 destinations, the tonnage figures were split in 3 parts. This additional number of
derivative destinations increased the O/D pair list by 27 to bring the total count of the O/D pairs to 150.

Processing the data for California
Since the objective of the project is to develop a California-specific intermodal freight transport analysis,
the data obtained from CFS were tailored to enable a better resolution for the estimation of the energy and
environmental impacts of freight movement through California. In this process, we considered three
different approaches. They are discussed in the following paragraphs.

Approach 1 – Distributing Freight at the CSA/MSA Level
In this approach, the list of destinations was the same as specified in the CFS dataset. Thus, California
had a total of 5 destination regions – 4 CSAs and the Remainder of the state. The list of the CSAs/MSAs
is mentioned below:





San Jose-San Francisco-Oakland, CA Combined Statistical Area
Los Angeles-Long Beach-Riverside, CA Combined Statistical Area
Sacramento--Arden-Arcade--Truckee, CA-NV Combined Statistical Area (CA Part)
San Diego-Carlsbad-San Marcos, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area

The distribution of freight to these destination regions was obtained using Equation 2, as explained in
previous sections. This was the default level of resolution of freight distribution for California. The list of
the destinations outside the state of California was kept the same as was listed in the original CFS dataset.
Thus, the number of total O/D pairs was 150.

Approach 2 – Distributing Freight at the County Level
In this case, the freight destined for the CFS regions within the state of California was disaggregated at
the county level. The purpose was to achieve a higher resolution for analyzing freight movement in the
state. As in the previous case, the list of the destinations outside the state of California was kept the same
as was listed in the original CFS dataset. The process involved finding the list of all the counties (a total
of 58) in California, along with their 2007 population estimates. These data were obtained from the
California Department of Finance (State of California Department of Finance, 2009). Counties within
each of the 5 regions specified in the CFS dataset were identified and categorized accordingly. The
county distribution among the CFS regions is highlighted in Figure 33 and is summarized below:
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San Jose-San Francisco-Oakland, CA Combined Statistical Area  9 counties
Los Angeles-Long Beach-Riverside, CA Combined Statistical Area 5 counties
Sacramento--Arden-Arcade--Truckee, CA-NV Combined Statistical Area (CA Part)  4 counties
San Diego-Carlsbad-San Marcos, CA Metropolitan Statistical Area  1 county
Remainder of CA  39 counties

Having found out the number of counties in a CFS region and their respective populations, the next step
was to obtain a population distribution across the counties within each region. The rationale behind this
step was the assumption that the population of a region would be a deciding factor in attracting freight to
that region i.e. population drives consumption. Obtaining population distribution for the counties would
then enable the estimation of the freight distribution at the county level for California. To calculate the
population distribution across the counties, the following equation was utilized
∙ 100

∑ ∑
Equation 3
Where,

= Weighted population of county in CFS region (as percent of the total population of
region )
= Population of county in CFS region
and
= variable, for each (dependent upon number of counties in a particular region)
= 1 to 5 (for the five CFS defined regions in CA)
The weighted population values for each of the counties indicated the distribution of population across the
counties in a region. The values are tabulated in Figure 33. For example, it can be seen that Los Angeles
County has 56.3% of the total population of all the counties in the Los Angeles-Long Beach-Riverside,
CA Combined Statistical Area. This implies that Los Angeles County would have the highest attraction
for freight amongst the counties which make up the CFS region.
The final step was to estimate the freight distribution based on the calculated population distribution
across the counties in California. In effect, it meant the freight distribution for a region was weighed by
the population distribution of the region. The following equation illustrates this concept:

Ϝ

∑ ∑

∙

∑

∙ 100

Equation 4
Where,
= Origin (port region)
= Destination region (MSA/CSA, Remainder of State)
= County within region
= Population of county in CFS region
= Tons of freight flow from to (as obtained from CFS)
Ϝ = Freight flow from to (as percent of total freight flow from to in which
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resides)

and
= 1, 2, 3 (for the three port regions)
ons in CA)
= 1 to 5 (for the five CFS defined regio
= variable, for
fo each (dep
pendent upon
n number of coounties in a particular regiion)

El Dorado
Sacramento
Yolo
Placer
Los Angeles
Orange

San Bernardino
Riverside
Ventura
Alameda
Marin
Napa

San Francisco
San Mateo
Santa Clara
Solano
Sonoma
Contra Costa

San Diego

177,379
1,402,728
194,864
326,107
10,243,764
3,080,383
2,022,710
2,030,315
820,550
1,519,326
254,527
134,559
823,004
728,314
1,798,242
422,477
478,662
1,035,322
3,088,891

8.44%
66.76%
9.27%
15.52%
56.29°/4
16. 93%
11.12%
11.16%
4.51%
21.12%
3.54%
1.87%
11.44%
10.12%
24.99°/4
5.87%
6.65%
14.39°/4
100.00%

Sacramentir·Arden-Arcade-·Truckee,
CA· NV Combined Statistical Area (CA Part)
Los Angeles-long Beach-Riverside, CA
Combined Statistical Area
Sm Jose-San Francisco-Oakland, CA
Combined Statistical Area
Sm Diego-carlsbad-San Marcos, CA
Metropoli'tan Statistical Area
Remainder of California

List of CFS Regions in California

Alpine
Amador
Butte
Calaveras
Colusa
Del Norte
Fresno
Glenn
Humboldt
Imperial
Inyo
Kern
Kings
Lake
Lassen
Madera
Mariposa
Mendocino
Merced
Modoc
Mono
Monterey
Nevada
Plumas
San Benito
San Joaquin
San Luis Obispo
Santa Barbara
Santa Cruz
Shasta
Sierra
Siskiyou
Stanislaus
Sutter
Tehama
Trinity
Tulare
Tuolumne
Yuba

1,255
38,116
218,023
45,737
21,616
29,142
912,725
28,784
131,904
170,990
18,220
798,621
151,249
63,682
35,871
147,346
18,241
89,380
250,022
9,685
13,765
422,586
99,265
20,972
57,162
674,331
265,786
422,835
263,105
180,446
3,431
45,607
517,837
93,687
61,626
13,935
425,677
56,733
70,555

0.02%
0.55%
3.16%
0.66%
0.31%
0.42%
13.25%
0.42%
1.91%
2.48%
0.26%
11.59°/4
2.20%
0.92%
0.52%
2.14%
0.26%
1.30%
3.63%
0.14%
0.20%
6.13%
1.44%

0.30%
0.83%
9. 79°/4
3.86%
6.14%
3.82%

2.62%
0.05%
0.66%
7.52%
1.36%
0.89°/4
0.20%
6.18%

0.82%
1.02%

Figure 33
3. CA Countiies and assocciated CFS reegions (Source: Californiia Dept of Fiinance, State of
Californiia)
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n resulted in the inclusion of additional destinations for the three port origin
This levell of resolution
regions. Disaggregating the 5 CFS regions within
n the state of California intto their respective countiess
increased the total num
mber of O/D pairs to 203. Comparing Eqquation 4 withh Equation 2,, it can be seeen that
the freigh
ht distribution at the county
y level is the freight distribbution at the CSA/MSA levvel weighed by the
population
n of the countties which maake up the CS
SA/MSA regiion.

Approach 3 – Distributting Freigh
ht at the Sub
b‐
In this sceenario (the neext higher levvel of resolutioon)
First-Order Subdivisi on
(Typically a County)

Second-Order Subdivision
(Typically an MCD, CCD, or UD

Place
Incorporated or )
1( Census Des!Qnated

MCD 005

Figure 34
4. Census Geeographic Arreas (Source: US Census G ARM Ch2))

Figure 34 illustrates the hierarchicall relationship between a coounty and an incorporated place. A counnty is
made up of subdivision
ns- typically called a Mino
or Civil Divisiion (MCD) orr Census Couunty Division
(CCD). An MCD is a legal entity with a governm
mental unit annd legal bounndaries. MCD
Ds are thus priimary
y administratiive units. A CCD is a statisstical equivalent of an MC
CD, which hass been designated
subcounty
by the Census Bureau in cooperation
n with the Staate officials a nd census staatistical areas committees.
CCDs hav
ve no governm
mental or adm
ministrative fu
unctions. Theyy are establisshed in placess where eitherr
MCDs do
o not exist or are insufficien
nt for census statistics dataa purposes. Soo, a state has either MCDss or
CCDs as the county su
ubdivisions, not both. Califfornia has 3866 CCDs (Bureeau, 1994; US
S Census Burreau,
1994). A place can be considered ass a subdivision of an MCD
D or CCD. A place can be either legally
incorporated under the laws of the state or can bee a statistical equivalent inn which case it is referred to as a
Census Designated Plaace (CDP). CD
DPs, as in thee case of CCD
Ds lack separaate governments. There aree
rules for establishing an incorporateed place. In th
he case of Caalifornia, a miinimum of 5000 registered voters
he incorporatted places hav
ve strong locaal governmentts and are citiies, towns, villlages
are required. Most of th
or boroug
ghs. Incorporaated places do
o not extend in
nto more thann one state annd in Californnia they do not
nty boundariees (US Census Bureau, 199
94).
cross coun






For this prroject, we connsidered only the incorporaated
Los Angeles County 88 in
ncorporated cities
Orange County
y 34 incorp
porated cities
Riverside Coun
nty 24 inco
orporated citiees
San Bernardino County 24 incorporateed cities
Ventura Countty 10 incorp
porated citiess

Figure 35 shows, for ex
xample, the laayout of the incorporated a reas in LA County. The tootal number of
incorporated places within the coun
nty numbered 88 with the s mallest beingg Vernon withh a 2007
population
n estimate of 95 and the laargest being Los Angeles w ith an estimaated populatioon of
approximately 4 millio
on (State of California Dep
partment of Fiinance, 2009)). Most of thee incorporatedd
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y of the city of Los Angelees itself. Anotther point of note is the exiistence of
areas are in the vicinity
unincorpo
orated areas in
n the county. These areas, also referred to as balancee of county, coontain territorries
that are geenerally remo
ote and sparseely populated with ill-definned boundariees (US Censuus Bureau).
KERNCOLHTY

INCORPORATED AREAS

Pacific Ocean
UNINCORPORATEil AREAS
SUPERVlSORIA!. OISTillCT
BOUNDARIES

Figure 35
5. LA County
y Incorporatted Places (So
ource: LA County Cham
mber of Comm
merce)
The proceess for obtainiing the freigh
ht distribution
n at the city leevel was simillar to that folllowed for
he first step w as to obtain the populationn of the identiified
obtaining the distributiion at the county level. Th
hin the five co
ounties. Thesse data were o btained from
m the Californnia Departmennt of
incorporated cities with
Finance website(State of California Department of Finance, 2009). Then, the populatioon distributionn
across thee incorporated
d cities was caalculated, as percent of thee population of the county.. For examplee, the
city of Lo
os Angeles has about 56% of the total po
opulation in L A County. These city-levvel populationn
distributio
ons were then
n applied to th
he freight disttribution obtaiined at the coounty level (w
which was obttained
using Equ
uation 4), as illlustrated by ϝ

∙

∑ ∑
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∙

∑

∙ 100

Equation 5.

ϝ

∙

∙

∑ ∑

∑

∙ 100

Equation 5
Where,
= Origin (port region)
= Destination region (MSA/CSA, Remainder of State)
= County within region
= Incorporated city within County within region
= Population of city within County
= Population of county in CFS region
= Tons of freight flow from to (as obtained from CFS)
ϝ = Freight flow from to (as percent of total freight flow from to in which

resides)

and
= 1, 2, 3 (for the three port regions)
= 1 to 5 (for the five CFS defined regions in CA)
= variable, for each (dependent upon number of counties in a particular region)
= variable, for each (dependent upon number of incorporated cities in a particular county)

Comparison of the three freight distribution approaches
The three approaches can be summarized by Figure 36.The three approaches to distributing freight in the
state of California were discussed to demonstrate the flexibility of modeling freight distribution at varying
levels of geographic detail. Any of these approaches can be utilized for the California-specific GIFT
model, provided there is accurate data available on the movement of goods between the port regions and
the aforementioned destinations i.e. CSA/MSA regions, counties and incorporated cities.
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Approaches for distributing fre ight within California

Port Region

(i)
i=l,2,3

r,,

County

CSA/MSA
(j)
j=l to 5

City

(k)

k=variable

(I)
f I

!=variable

Approach 1
Approach 2

Approach 3

6. Distributin
ng freight flow
Figure 36

g freight in thee state of Callifornia were discussed to demonstrate the
The three approaches to distributing
flexibility
y of modeling freight distribution at vary
ying levels off geographic detail. Any off these approaaches
can be utiilized for the California-specific GIFT model, providded there is acccurate data available on thhe
movemen
nt of goods beetween the port regions and
d the aforemeentioned destiinations i.e. CSA/MSA reggions,
counties and incorporaated cities.

Applying the freig
g ht distribu
u tion to th
h e Port gen
n erated tra
a ffic
As mentio
oned before, the dataset av
vailable from CFS does nott list the amouunt of containnerized freighht
n between O/D
D pairs in term
ms of TEUs. It lists the tottal tonnage am
mount which includes all kinds
moving in
of freight movement (ccontainerized and bulk) bettween originss and destinattions in the U.S. As the foccus of
the study was to modell containerizeed freight flow
w, the freight distribution obtained from
m the CFS datta (as
explained
d in the previo
ous sections) was applied to
o the port conntainer trafficc figures that were obtainedd
from the Army Corps of Engineers WCSC. The premise behinnd doing so was the assum
mption that thee port
d container traaffic would fo
ollow the sam
me distributionn pattern as obbtained for freeight from thee
generated
CFS datasset. Applying
g the CFS freig
ght distributio
on to the portt generated coontainer gave an estimationn of
the contaiiner traffic (in
n TEUs) betw
ween O/D pairrs (O/D TEUss). This estim
mation was derrived using thhe
g sets of equattions:
following
ϝ ∙
Equation
n6

Ϝ ∙
Equation
n7
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∙
Equation 8
Where,
= Origin (port region)
= Destination region (MSA/CSA, Remainder of State)
= County within region
= Incorporated city within County within region
ϝ = Freight flow from to (as percent of total freight flow from to in which
ϝ

∙

∑ ∑

∙

∑

resides) (from

∙ 100

Equation 5)
Ϝ = Freight flow from to (as percent of total freight flow from to in which resides)
(from Equation 4)
= Freight flow from to (as percent of total freight flow from to all ) (from Equation 2)
= Port generated container traffic in TEUs for port region
= Container traffic in TEUs from origin port to incorporated city
= Container traffic in TEUs from origin port to county
= Container traffic in TEUs from origin port to region
The last three terms listed above represent the estimated O/D TEUs at varying levels of geographic details
(as explored by our three different approaches to freight distribution). Figure 37 illustrates the complete
process workflow for our three approaches to freight distribution.
Thus, our methodology of assigning freight to destinations at varying levels of geographic detail (county
and incorporated city) is population-based. This methodology, as mentioned before, stems from the
assumption that population drives consumption and hence, is a factor influencing freight attraction for a
region.
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Port generated TEU
data from ACE
Nationa l Level-Approach 1

CFS Tonnage Data
at MSA/CSA Level

Obtain 0-0 distribution of
freight tonnage

Obta in 0-0 fre ight traffic
inTEUs

Cou nty l evel-Approach 2

County Population

Obtain 0-D distribution of
freight by county
population

Obta in 0-D fre ight traffic
inTEUs

City Leve l- Approach 3

Incorporated City
Population

Obtain 0-D distribution of
freight by city population

Obta in 0-D fre ight t raffic
inTEUs

Figure 37
7. Process Workflow for freight distriibution

ng the freightt flow model was to locatee the intermoddal facilities. Each of the origins
The next step in buildin
gle Maps™ an
nd its geospattial informatioon was noted down. For thhe
ports was visually verified on Goog
destinations, a similar process was followed. In case of the MSAs/CSAs, thhe destinationn location wass
chosen to be a centrally
y located poin
nt in the largeest city of the region. This would usuallly be a NTAD
D
intermodaal facility – if it existed – or an industriaal area, shoppping mall or reetail center – if there were no
facilities in the region. Figure 40 sh
hows the overrall process off building thee origin-destinnation framew
work
for the weest coast portss. Within the state of California, there w as a single destination wiithin each couunty.
hosen to be th
he most popullous incorporrated city of thhe county. Ouutside the statte of
This destiination was ch
ns for the “Reemainder of” regions were chosen to be the next majoor urban areaas
Californiaa, the location
apart from
m the listed MSA/CSA for a particular state. For exam
mple, Remainnder of Arizona 1 was chosen
to be Flag
gstaff and Rem
mainder of Arrizona 2 was chosen as Yuuma, with Phooenix and Tuccson as the lissted
MSA/CSA
As for the statte. Once again, Google Maaps™ was heelpful in locatiing the regionns (See Figuree 38).
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Figu
ure 38. CFS Destinations in Arizona ( Source: Gooogle Maps™))

he geospatial information for each destiination along with
The final output of the O/D pairs lisst contained th
nd container trraffic data. Figure 39 show
ws a partial vieew of the resuultant data sett for the Oaklland
freight an
port area. The inclusion
n of geospatiaal information
n in the O/D p air data set facilitates seaamless transfeer of
the data to
o ArcMap™ and enables GIFT to analy
yze it with easse. Figure 41 shows, for example, the
locations of the different destination
ns for the wesst coast ports, as obtained from the CFS
S data set.
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9. O/D pair Data Set for Oakland porrt Area
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APPENDIX G: Cambridge Systematics Inc FAF2 Disaggregation
Methodology
We studied another data set which was provided to us by CARB. This data set, developed by Cambridge
Systematics Inc., used the Freight Analysis Framework 2.0 (FAF2) data, based on 2002 CFS data, to
obtain O/D tonnage figures at the county level for California. The methodology adopted by Cambridge
Systematics (CS) was different than the one adopted by the GIFT team for estimating the O/D tonnage
figures at the county level for California. The following section briefly explains the CS methodology as a
point of comparison.
Cambridge Systematics used regression analysis to generate equations for production and attraction for
the counties in California and other FAF2 regions outside of California (Since the FAF2 data was
generated from 2002 CFS, the FAF2 zones share their boundaries with the CFS defined CSAs/MSAs and
“Remainder of” regions).
For the regression equations, the tonnage figures were the dependent variable. The explanatory variables
were factors which thought to affect the amount of a commodity produced in a region or destined for a
region, such as employment by industry (using the North American Industry Classification System), total
employment, population etc. Thus, a region with zero employment in an industry would not
produce/attract any freight in commodities associated with that industry.
The production and attraction equations were generated by commodity groups as shown on the following
page.

(Here the explanatory variables includes employment in industry that produce the specific commodity
group along with other variables)

(Here the explanatory variables include employment in industry that consume the specific commodity
group along with other variables)
Using the above two regression models, the production of a particular commodity in a county- Pc (i); and
the attraction of a particular commodity to a county- Ac (i) were estimated. These figures were then
aggregated to compute the production (or attraction) of a particular commodity in the FAF2 zone which
the counties were associated with. The following equations illustrate the concept
PFAF (i) = ∑
AFAF (i) = ∑

Finally, the ratio of the county production (or attraction) to the FAF2 zone production (or attraction) was
utilized to break down the original 114 by 114 FAF2 O/D pair database to the county level ,which
resulted in a 3140 by 3140 O/D pair database, thereby including all the counties in the US. The following
equation sums this process:
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,

,

P

A

For California, the figures were adjusted for modal accessibility.
In this way, the Cambridge Systematics FAF2 disaggregated database provided direct figures for the
percent of freight flowing from a CSA/MSA (or a port region) to a particular county.
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